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Seen & Head
Around Murray
Davis Solomon, the small sun
* of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Solomon,
was out at the swimnaing pool
the other day. wrapped up head
and foot for protectioe against
the breeze.
With Just his ears sticking out,
it War . taea- r-sable e 'tett who he
was, all wrapped up.
e, In answer to the query as to
who it was, Davie piped up "It's
me."
Notice that Mr. and Mrs. Holmes
Jr. are back from their honey-
moon trip to Sarasata, Florida.
The fine big cat of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Wimberly of South 13th
street was run over Tuesday. It
• 
was not full blooded, but had
some Maltese and Angora in
her, and she seemed to have
inherited the better qualities of
both.
The big cat had just had a litter
of kittens and their ey4s had
just opened. A big effort is now
underway to keep the kittens
alive The ten year old has one
4 of them and is using a doll bot-
tle in the feeding operation.
Seems to work all right.
You can tell when you are get-
ting old. Your feet hurt before
you get out of bed.
Cap Edmonds was telling Ull the
other day about • fellow who
was keeping the grass down in
his burley by running a pcwer
mower through it. The 'rain had
made the ground so wet, he
couldn't plow it, so he did the
next best thing until he could
get into the field with a tractor.
The field was just one big lawn
of grass with the grass being as
high as the burley.'
Our Magnolia Soulangeana is eut
__ of season. This is the magnolia
V that blooms early in the Spring
before the leaves come out. The
one we have has been one big
blosson on the very top that is
just opening.
Morton Leads
F• ight To Halt
Amendment
WASHINGTON, June 20 V —
Members of Kentucky's House
delegation joined Sen. Thurston
B Morton (R-Ky) Wednesday
in a successful fight to block
threatened amendment of funds
I for Barkley Dam.
Rep John Taber (R-N.Y.) had
prepared an amendment that
would have cut the five million
dollar appropriation for Barkley
Dam out of the Public Works
Bill. The amendment was never
brought up for a vote.
Morton and his fellow Ken-
tuckians in the House spent most
of the afternoon in the corridors
fp, and cloakrooms organizing oppo-
sition to the Taber amendment.
-Taber isn't going to offer his
Barkley Dam amendment." Mor-
ton said later.
The Public Works Bill, with
39 million dollars for Kentucky
river and flood control projects
Including the Barkley Darn ap-
propriation, won appellee' from
the House.
Morton said he teild .. Taber
that if he wanted to cut an ale.
propriation from the bill "don't
try to do it in a state where
we picked up two Republican
senators."
Three Quarts Of
Moonshine Taken
The Singing §peer Family of a family
Nashville, Tenn., gospel singers has been
of TV, stage, records and radio
will present their concert at
the Murray State College audi-
torium on Saturday night, June
22 at 8:00 P.M., sponsored by
the Lions Club. Tickets are now
on sale at either bank or from
any member of the Lions Club.
Dad Speer took to singing
full time when he realized his
part-time singing was supporting
'his dirt-poor, rocky, Winston
County, Alabama. farm and not
vice versa. He decided to support
Court Fails
In Duty So
Troopers Out
Three quer ts of moonshine
whiskey WAS seized by city police
' Tuesday and one man was ap-
prehended, according to cit y
police.
The whiskey was contained in
a gallon jug and the case settled
in city court. Chief Mart did
not divulge the name of the
possessor of the moonshine.
FRANKFORT aft —State Com-
missioner of Public Safety Don
S. Sturgill late Wednesday Said
he had ordered all state police
moved from Jessamine County
because of what he termed "lack
of co-operation of the Jessamine
County courts."
Sturgill issued a statement
which read: "Effective June I,
trooper Lewitt" Babb of the Ken-
tucky State Police was transfer-
red from duty in Jessamine
County to duty in Clark County.
"This reassignment was effect-
ed as a matter of placing our
troopers in areas in which they
will do the most good.
"Trooper Babb had been as-
signed to Jessamine County
since Feb. 11. During that period
70 per cent of all traffic cases
referred to the Jessamipe County
Court were dismissed.
"Such lack of co-operation by
the courts is definitely discour-
aging to our troopers, whose
duty is to bring before the courts
all persons they witness offend-
ing traffic laws.
"It appeared that based on the
records of conviCtion in Jessa-
mine County, the efforts of
trooper Babb could be better
used elsewhere, particularly in
view of the limited number of
troopers available for road pat-
rol duty."
Sturgill said Babb had begir
assigned to Jessamine County at
the request of the county grand
Jury which had assured complete
co-operation with the courts.
WEATHER
REPORT
Southwest Kentucky — Fair
and warm today, tonight and
Friday with a high today in the
upper 80s. Low tonight in the
mid 60s, except near 60 in the
southeast.
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures:
LoUisville, Paducah and Lexingtog
60, Bowling Green 57, London
54 and Hopkinsville 64.
Evansville, And., 61.
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„Calloway Boys
1Visit Portland
During Exercise
—*Three Callen...ray boys recently
visited Portland. Oregon, during
the annuel Rose Festival, June
13-16, folloNving fleet training
exercises off the Pacific Ccast.
'they were Jerry M. Ford, in-
terior communications electrician
fireman apprentice, USN, H L.
Ford, machinist's mate third
Class, USN, both sons of Henry
L. Ford of Murray route one,
serving on the dock landing ship
USS Carter Hall. Also visiting
in Portland during that time
was.....ttay Henderson, gunner's
mate tbird class, USN, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bender-sun of
route one Almo. Ho is serving
on tile attack cargo ship USS
Algol.
The crews of the 11 ship task
group were guests of the city
during the festival which has
been held annually, with the
exception of two years since
190T6h.
e celebration, the nation's
largest program dedicated to
single flower, is held in honor
of the Northwest's first rose
bush, which arrived in 1837.
Special events included two
parades, rose show:, coronation
of the queen, variety shows and
a ski touraament.
35 years.
The Speer Family started their
first regular radio broadcatt in
1939 At present they are ap-
pearing Monday through Friday
morning at 640 A M over
WLAC-TV, Channel 5. Nashville.
They are also on WLAC radio
each Sunday morning from 7:30
to 8:00. They also record for
RCA Victor Records.
The personnel of the Speer
Family consists oU Dad, Mom,
Ben and Brock Speer, and Joyce
Black, who plays Qui Plano and
also sings with the group
Music has kept the Speers
as close and as often together
as a family can be Between
singing and rehearsing for their
many performances which take
them 50.000 miles a year. they
are almost never out of each
other's sight Handsome. white-
haired Dad Speer, now 65. along
with the other Speers, are still
loking toward bigger things.
Giants, Braves Are
Park League Winners
Yesterday in the Park League
in the first game the Giants beat
the Tigers 14-4 with Giants 10
hits and Tigers 1. Baron, Em-
rnerson and Sanderson each had
2 hits for the Giants. The win-
ning pitcher was Emmerson and
the loser was Baker.
In the second game the Braves
beat the Orioles 22-10. T
Braves had 9 hits, the Orioles
had 9 hits For the Braves, Hodge
and Hobson had 2 ht e each.
Hatcher .had 3 hits for Braves.
For the Orioles, Garland. Solo-
mon and Valentine got 2 hits
each. The winning pitcher war
Charlton 'and the loser w a s
Valentine.
MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
et%
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with
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Vol. LXXVIII-No. 147
Many Catholics
Go Forward At
Graham Revival
NEW YORK V —More than
1,000 of the 20.046 persons who
have made "decisions for Christ"
after hearing Billy Graham's
Madison Square Garden sermons
have been Roman Catholics, it
was learned today.
A spokesman for the Billy
Graham New York Crusade told
the United Press quit "speaking
very, very conservatively, et
least one in every 20 'inquirers'
have been Catholics."
More than half the Romar.
Catholics who have made "de-
cisions" have indicated they wish
to affiliate with some Protestant
denomination, t h e spokesman
said.
The remainder "far the most
part have simply said that mak-
ing decisions for Christ will help
them become better Catholics."
akording to the spokesman.
Catholics have been warned
by Some priests• that mere at-
tendance at a Graham sermon
'Is forbidden by church doctrine
Tigers And Braves
Win In Babe Ruth
Last night ,,he Ba4be Ruth
League Tigers h 'at the Giants
6-2. The Tigers had 5 hits and
the Giants 4 hits. Roberts made
2 hits for the Tigers. The win-
ning pitcher was Lockhart, the
loser Lyon.
In the second game the Braves
beat the Pirates 10-8. The Braves
with 11 hits and the Pirates 6.
For the Braves, Parker made 4
hits and Wells 2 hits. For the
Pirates, Carrawey arid Nix had
2 hits each. The winning pitcher
was Wells and loser Young.
HER LAST BIRTHDAY--LEUKEMIA
PAULA ANNETTE RADEL, 3, plays with toys and what may be her
last birthday cake, in Massillon, 0. She ta a leukemia victim, and
probably will die In three to six months. Beside her is her twin,
Paul Anthony. The birthday party was two days late because
mho was too 111 on her birthday. (1stortsat4es4i),
SECOND FIRE AT COLLEGE
IN LESS THAN ONE WEEK
L Murray Hospital 1
Wednesday's complete record fol
lows:
Census 
 41
Patients admitted from Monday
11:30 A.M. to Wednesday 2:30
P.M.
Mr. Bruce Johnson, Route 1,
Almo; Master Jimmy Lee Foutch,
414 N. 5th Street, Murray; Mr.
'Vernon Youngl• Sedalia; Mrs. Taz
Galloway, Almo; Mrs. Ne w t
Schroeder, Route 1, Almo; Miss
Wanda Shaw, Route 1, Hardin;
Mr Clifton R. Barrett, Route 5,
Murray; Mrs. Charles D. John-
son, Rt. 2, Murray; Mr. James
E Diuguid, 310 N. 8th., Murray;
Mrs.' Homer Futrell and baby
girl, Model, Tenn., Mr Harry
ilcox, Route 5, Murray. Mrs.
y Boatwright,' Route 3, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Eulus Outland. Route
6, Murray; Mrs. Ohs Sirls, Route.
5. Benton; Master Larry Grant
Stubblefield. Route 1, Almo; Mr.
John Wayne Harper, 801 Vine
Street, Murray, Mrs. Lloyd Tuck-
er, 401 S. 12th Street, Murray;
Mr. Wililam Harry Brown, Route
1, Hardin.
Heat Wave In
'East Cracked
West Sizzles
By UNITED PRES%
A cool air mass cracked the
eastern heat wave with death-
Wing violence Wed ne sd a y
night, but there was no relief in
sight for the sizzling West Coast.
The cooler aig rode into the
East on the beetle of a widespread
storm front theeletlaimecl at lee..
five lives. inducting two Nation-
al Guardsmen killed by lightning
on bivouac at tort Bragg. N.C.
In the Far West, firemen and
volunteers battled hundreds al
brush fires in he mountains
surrounding Los Angeles Wed-
nesday as the mecury soared to
95.
In the plains states, flood wa-
ters began receding slowly, leav-
ing behind a soggy trail of dam-
age estimated at 17 million dol-
lars in southwestern Minnesota
alone.
Other Damage in East
The cooler air in the East trig-
gered flooding rains, violent
winds a n d severe electrieal
Storms.
Winds gusts up to 864sen.p.h.
pounded Charlotte. N.C.. causing
damages estimated at $50.000 to
buildings and planes at Douglas
Municipal Airport.
The United Press counted at
least 168 weather deaths since
last week end. There were 117
bet weather drownings, 32 deaths
caused by floods, 7 by heat pros-
tration and 12 by lightning.
Winds up to 76 m.p.h. hit per-
tions of New England durum the
storm, causing local damage at
Portland, Maine, Newington, N.
H., and the suburbs af Boston,
Mass., Concord, N.H., reponed
nearly an inch of rain .during a
thundershWs'
Streets at Westboro, Mass.,
were awash with 11 inches of
water after a sudden downpour,
and many New England towns
lost utility services temporarily
because of downed lines.
West Staying Mot
In the *est, weathermen pre-
dicted scattered showers from
the plains states to tile Pacific
Coast. except for California
where continued fair and hot
weather is expected.
The mercury hit 102 at Bak-
ersfield, Calif., and 110 at Ther-
mal, Calif., Wednesday.
Despite receding flood waters
in the plains, the situation In
some areas remained critical.
The Big Sioux River climbed to
its greatest flood stage in his-
tory Wednesday, inundating the
business section of Sioux Falls,
S. D. Serious flooding continued
along the river today, covering
thousand of acres of crop land.
A. B. Crass In
Electronics
Training
A. B...Craei.--
A. S. Crass, son of Mr. and
Mrs. 'Maurice F. Crass, Sr., of
500 North Seventh Street, re-
ports that he has successfully
compketed fourteen weeks of a
twenty-six week course for elec-
tronics technicians.
A. B. left fir San Diego for
boot camp in September of 1958
after graduating from Murray
High School. In December of
1956 he was transferred to
Treasure Island where in Febru-
ary of this year he entered the
electronics school.
Upon completion of the 26
week course, for which the Uni-
versity of California will accredit
him with 18 semester hours, he
will join the fleet.
Crass is now wearing his sec-
ond stripe and is a member of
the band. He has traveled ex.-
tensively throughout California
with the band.
Insurance Rate To
Fall On Workman
Compensation
Another Barracks Burns In
Fire Of Undetermined Origin
The secitpd barracks fire in
less than one week occurred last
night on the campus of Murray
State College.
Firemen were called about
10:30 last night when anothee- of
four 20x100 foot barracks was
reported on fire. When Oremen
arrived the barracks was burn-
ing furiously in the ceater and
on the north end.
A large amount of water was
necessary to extinguish the blaze
which burned stubborn!,,'. No
one was living' in the barracks.
which normally houses students
during the winter.
The four barracks are Used
only for storage at the present
time, and some change was con-
templated. They were either to
be moved or to be remodeled in
some way for storage or other
purposes.
elate Chiefs Ylavil Robertson
eV W. 0. Spencer of the State
,11,11-e Marshall's Office, w er P
guarded in their comment.; con-
cerning the orgin of the blaet,
however they did noitcate that
it was of a suspicious nature.
Electricity is not hooked up
at lig leereent time t the four
bettcMP 6. •
A common earaste can located
in the north end of the barracks
which burned last night, was
blazing when liremern arrived,
and was extinguished after some
time.
FRANKFORT fir — State In-
surance Commissioner Cad P.
Thurman said Wednesday work-
men's compensation insurance
rates will be reduced an average
of 6.6 per cent, saving Kentucky
policy holders more than $60,000.
ThUrman said the rate re-
ductions were filed by the Na-
tional Council .of Compensation
Insurance, thesolaitonal organiza-
tion which esfiblIshes workmen's
insurance rates.
The rate changes are based
on reports of premium writings I
and losses by insurance com-
panies writing workmen's comp-
ensation policies in Kentucky',
The new rates affect all Ken-
tucky industries except coal mm -
before Jan 1, at whieh time
reductions became effective for
that industry.
Kentucky policy holders will
be ih a position to take ad-
vantage of the new rates when
their policies are up for re-
newal after June 30.
The average rate reductions
for manufacturing industries a-
mount to 10 per cent. Contract-
ing and construction industries
have a 2 per cent decreaee. ind
all other industries have an
average decrease of 6.6 per cent.
Only 17 of the 640 occupation-
al clasess listed will require
an increase in the basic rates
for compensation insurance
Presbyterian Women
To Meet Tonight
The Woman's Association of
the College Presbyterian c,hurch
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Rex Hawkins tonight at 8:00.
A call to the local telephone
exchange revealed that the ca.'
last Thursday. when anotner
barracks burned, aad the call
last night, were both- macinoat-
the telephone booth located. on
North Fifteenth at the barracks.
The operator who tt,ok the fire
call last night identified t h e
person as the same elle making
the call last Thureley.
Two calls were mad? last
Thursday by the sente person,
from the booth. One cail notified
the firenien of the fire, and the
other call reportel the blaze
after midnignt which finale
consumed the barmcks.
Last Thursday night, the first
call came at 7:30 and both trucks
answered the alarm. The_ Ford
truck laid one lire and t h e
white truck wjs returned to the
station.
After firemen Lad extinguish-
ed the blaze last week they re-
turned to put out a fire under
the eves in a bircinese Later in
Something to See
IP YOU want something star-
tling in eyeglasses, these from
a fashion show in London
might be it (fat emotional)
the night they were called back
to the scene and Ueind the soak-
ed barracks btieene from one
end to the other. Firemen said
they had been sway from the
fire about forty-fr.e minutes to
an hour when the last call came,
Last night both trucks again
answered the blaze, since
structure was biuning. This is
in compliance with '.ate law.
The white truck was returned
to the station last night when it
was seen that the Ford truck
could handle the blaze.
One line was laid to the fire.
City police aided considerabay
in controlling the large amount
of traffic attreeted to the fire.
A search WM "on last night
also for seven: boys who were
seen taking pictures of the fire
before firemen ever arrived on
the scene.
Burning maoress.as in the 
racks smeldered for some throb,
making it diGlicuit to extinguish.
Several college officials were
at the scene, perturned at the
turn of even's
John Powless
Gobs Mead In
Tennis Tourney
John. Pero/less, the cage gtti.
dent who built tennis at Murray
State, polished of f Loefisiana
State's Tom Robinson in the
second mewl of thte National
Collegiate 'Athletic Association
Tennis Tournament at Salt bake
,,C,ity Tuesday.
Powless in his third try' for
the NCAA tourney, defeated the
Bengal ace 6-4 and 8-3 in singles.
Earlier Powless and Johnny King
lost to Iowa's Art Andrews and
Lob Potthast in doubles, 8-10,
8-6, 6-4.
The Racer duo of Powless and
King terrorized the Ohio Valley
Conference this past season as
the Breds easily romped to their
second straight title.
Plans Drawn
For Exchange
Certificates
Plans have been drawn for
exchanging Soil Bank certificates
earned by farmers for reducing
1957 acreages of wheat and corn
or CCC-owned grains in inven-
tory. Eulis Goodwin. chairman of
the ASC said today.
Certificates earned for reduc-
tion of wheat -acreage may be
exchanged for wheat, barley, rye,
oats or gain sorghums, but not
for corn. Corn certificates may
be used to obtain corn, barley,
rye, oats or grain sorghum but
not wheat.
When certificates are used in
exchange for grain, the value
of CCC-owned corn, barley, rye,
oats and sorghum stored in the
area of production Will be set
at the current support price for
the grade. clap, and location
of the grain less 5 per cent.
The value or CCC-owned wheat
will be at the current support
rate, in order to minimize the
possibility of impairing the mar-
ket price for. wheat.
'In torder to protect the market
price of grain at harvest time,
no grains will be -available for
redemption atal...ing harvest per-
iods, which are set up for each
area. This limitation also applies
to the purchase of grains under
loan by use of certificates.
Certificates exchanged for a
specific grain must be used be.
fore the beginning of the 1958-
crop marketing year for that
graia.
S.
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„4641. Chevrolet TakForce 57 auckson t mks!
•
Also listed with thc lightweights, you'll
find new, sure-footed 4-wheel drive models
-7-the time-saving answer to back country
hauls and-off-the-road work. These new
1 ask-Force models range up through the-
7400-lb. G.V.W. class.
Up in the middleweight ranks, Chevy.
has new high-capacity Forward Control
models designed to make short work of
o''''eff-eAre
Thor, one of Chevy'r new 8000 Series tandems at left. model 8403. Thett
, pickup, model 3604, hos an extra-long box (or), is rated op to 6900 lbs G .V .W.
long delivery schedules. They're the biggest
models of their kind in the industry with
G.V.W. up to 18,000 pounds!
Conventional middleWeight truck mod-
els, now with heavy-duty options available,
range up through 21.Q0() lbs. (i.V.W.!
Task-Force heavyweights ride the high-
tonnage hauls with short-stroke V8's stand-
ard in every model. In new tandem models,
there's a work-saving 3-speed power di-
vider that lets you select the most efficient
ratio tor- a wider' range of operating con-
ditions.
Your Chevrolet dealer will fill in the
'details and specify the model anti equip-
ment best suited to your job. Se,e him soon.
New from Chevrolet
Tandem options
now available
for 6000 Series
heavyweights!
• Features two 15,090-lb capacity rear axles!
• Reinforced frames, hqh-performonoi VS
power!
• Boosts 8000 Series IV W to 28,000 lbs.!
• Boosts G C W. rating to 45,000 lbs I
_
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_ MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD
: American League
w L Pct. GB
37 19 661
35 22 .614 22
31 26 .544 6 L2
32 27 .542 6-1.1
28 31 473 lilts
25 33 431 13
25 33 .431 13
20 42 .323 20
Yesterday's Results
Boston 6 Cleveland 0
New York 10 Detroit 2
Chicago 3 Baltimore 1, night
Kan. City 6 Washington 3. night
Today's Games
Putting Baseball
Under Anti-Trust
Would Injure Gaisto
.....
•-•,.....4,...
WASHINGTON el -.±A, Florida
congressman who once, was iboth
a baseball player and official
said today that putting the sport
under anti-trust rhiulation would
cause "pernaps ii reparable injury
"-fa the great runertcan game."
Democartic Jeep. it. s •iertring
Jr. mane the statement in testi-
mony prepared lur I house
judiciary stit..:ommitee which.. is
studsing the anti-tpat status of
professional sprats.
Baseball Corarnissioneto Furd C
Fnck and minor league President
George M. Trautman also were
scheduled to testify. They too
Lwere ready td go to bat forcontinued Fxemption of baseballom federal anti-tratt laws. ,
Herlong. a former 'nurses? league
official and one-ume ' good field-
no hit" first baseman in the
I minors, said blanketing baseball
tinder anti-trust laws could Tv-
insa 'abolition or substantial
limitation" of baseball's reserve
&use -
"Under the reserve clause, a
Iaver must stick with the team• first cohtracts with, unless, aded or-sold.
Without . the reserve clause.
Herlong said, a minor league
team couldn't control its players'
contracts and would lose an
"important source" of income
...
since it couldn't sell promising
players to the majors.
"From my experience I say
categorically that mindr league
, ,
f Vessel:lap could not operate with-
out the reserve clause and re-
lated regulations." Herlong said.
Kansas City at Waclhington
Chicago at Baltirhore
Detroit at New York
Cleveland at Boston
Tomorrow's Galilee
at 'Washington., ni4EKg
Detroit at Baltimore. night
Chicago at New York. night
Kansas City at Boston. night
National League
Milwaukee
St. Louis
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
New York
Pittsburgh
Chicago
W L Pct. GB
34 24 586
33 24 .579
32 26 552 2
33 27 .550 2
31 26 544 21-2
26 33 441 812
22 37 .373 12'2
19 33 365 12
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 9 Philadelphia 0 ( 1st )
Chicago 4 PhilacrelPhia 3 i2nch
St. Louis 5 Pittsbgh 2. twilight
St. Louis 5 Pittsbgh,l. night
Milwaukee 6 New York 0, night
Cincinnati 4 Brcioklyn 3, night
Today's Gimes
Philadelphia at Chicago
New York at Milwaukee
Brooklyn at Cincinnati. night
Pittsburgh at St. Louis, might
Tomorrow's (IAEA'
New York at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. night
Philadelphia at Milwaukee. night
Br -klyn at St. Louis. night
Candy Industry Set
Two Records In '56
CHICAGO —IT— The average
American munched his way
through 17 pounds of caindy in
1956 and- helped the candy in-
dustry set two records.
The '17-pound figure Is higher
than the preceding two years.
but the all-tune record is 20
pounds per person set in 1944.
The records. according to Ency-
clopaedia Britanruca, were in
overall sales—more than three
million pounds—and wholesale
cost, f 1.200.000.000.
Actress Helen Hayes' birthday
is Oct. 10, 1900
FISHING REPORT
Water: 80 degrees and clear..
Remarks: Wonderful, nothing
like it ever before! Everybody
dragging fish out of this lake
both day and night. Words won't
add anytitag to our fine fishing
Su yours truly will use this space
tu brag a little.
— Last Wednesday night while
fishing for Blue Gill. I snagged
a 13 lb. 1 oz. Carp ey the ',all.
Right in the horse 'power. Using
.a 512 ft. Betts Rod, Zebco Reel,
6 lb. test line and a No. 10 olue
gill hook, tne bottle went on
. far At, the night. After a full
45 minutes of constant bottle
and pressure, the fish was
• brought to net in the presence
uf seven witnesses. It's a good
to alv.-av-S. have witnesses!
It was an experience equal to
any you might have in salt
water fishing You Bass fisher-
men don't' know what you're
missing when you pass up the
lowly Carp for he's the gamest
of all.
Individual Catches
Coorrlon. Indiana —Jay Smith
and party. 205 Bass. Crapie,
Striper. up to 4 lbs. 3 oz., Spoon-
plug, minnows and willow flies.
Nashville. Tenn. — J. C. Thur-
man and nary, 43 Striper, Crap-
pie. Bass. 1 to 51/4 lb.:, Minnows,
St. Loins, Mo. — Dr. and
Mrs. M. R. Zumwalt, 17 Striper.
sponoplug. Dale Bolyard, Ernest
IsicKuin. 13 Crappie. 2 Wall Eye.
7 Striper, 1 Cat, Minnows:
Evansville, Indiana — J o e
Johston, 10 White Bass, up to
1/2 lbs.. W. Flies.
Columbus, Ohio — Mr_ Stone-
rock and Sofl, 17 Striper, 2 -
sponplug.
_ Paducah. Kentucky — Hugh.
the Druggist, 22 Crappie, 1 - 2
lbs., minnows.
Russellville, Ky. — J. W. Mur-
rey and C. Ls Wilson, 12 Bass,
2 - 5 lbs.. Bowher:
Richmond. Indiana — J
Yates. I Bass. 3 tbs.. 912 oz.. lazey
ike.
Golden Pond. Ky. — Ruth
Hooks, Jim Wallace. Pee WIT
Turner, Romain Hooks, 47 Bass.
1 lb.. spinner.
Murray. KY. ,— Sgt. Vaughn
and Sgt. Shelley, 4 Pike, 1 Bass,
1 Cat. 3/2 lb.
Hopkinsville. Ky. — Henry
Grigsby and Sons. 25 Carp 3
to 10 lbs. dough. E. P. Soa'pc-s,
45 Striper. Willow flies. Mr. and
Mrs. "Roger McGuinnis. 60 Bass,
average 1i1 lbs.. Willow flies.
Doug Brame. Allen Brame, Torn'
Dittalo. Turkey Cravens„60 Strip-
er. li.2 
- 2 lbs., spinner, white
fly. Joe Thomason, 15 Striper,
_Willow flies. Bobby Allen. Bass. p
lb 3'• oz.. Surface. H. C. Vier
end Pete Joiner. 17 Striped Bass,
average 1 kb., minnows.
• Paul Gilliam
• •••
Cijaój Break
Three Tigers .Light weight Champ To Piling Up Leads
In All Star %/Ott% Former Gives Them
,f/leat Kenny .Lane'
THURSDAY — JUNE 20, 19574
By GENE MEAKENS
United Prase Sports Writer
DENVER, Colo. — Light-
weight champion Joe Brown, ra-
niating continence after Wed-
nesday night's marathon, tech-
nical knockout of Cuban chal-
lenger Orlando Zailueta, said to-
day he would fight highly-re-
garded Kenny Lana witrun 90
clays if the Natinnai Boxing
Association wanted turn to.
Brown, starting slowij, rallied
powerfully in the final three
rounds at Denver Coliseum to
smash Zulgeta helpless with 21
seconds remaining in the 15th
round.
Lou Viscusi, Brown's manager,
Joe Louis Is
47_pected Tv. Save
Welter Match
NEW YORK I1P — Joe Louis
probabry viill save the _million-
dollar Ray Robinson - Carmen
Basilio fight before next mon-
day's d'eadline.
pion has been sent in as a
The former heavyweight cham-
mediator to break the deadlock
between promoter Jim Norris
and Sugar Ray.
Louis now is a $20,000-a-year
public relations man for Norris'
international Boxing Clubs of
New York and Illinois, and he
is elso a close friend of Robin-
:-son.
Big Joe had his first huddle
with the middleweight champion
Tuesday night, and the previous-
ly bitter Rot:meson reported "some
progress."
Sugar Ray broke with Norris
two weeks ago and declared
his 160-pound crown against
Basilio. the welterweight cham-
pion, for Norris at the Polo
Grounds in September.
said the" champ would take about
• month's real and then,. Ugh, 
some overweight matcnes.
said he•Inta oners to taxe Brow
to, Milwaukee- andHouston.,
Viscusi said Brown would meet
Lane within 90 days and abicte
by any other requests irom the
National Boxing Association. .. •
Crowd Looked For Upset
The 20-year um Zalueta made
a pod, 'smart fight sot it until
the llth and as ahead on
judge Joe 14iimer s caru, to the
delight: of the small crowd ot
a,Uuu who sensed an upset.
But in the 13th round the
shampion's punches picked up
power. He itoored Z.utueta ho-
e nine count with a left he
brought up from betot his Knees.
Iiliaovvis knocked' Zalues.v 4o nib-
fluor again aith a right tar a
count id eight in the lath. het-
erte Ray heech caned the Pout
at 2:39,. with much taxiing from
the crowd.
Brown Ahead On Points'
But the scorecards of the two
Judges and the reteree showed
the 2-1 las'oied champion ahead
on points alter 14 rounds, aria
Zulueta was plainly in no con-
dition to throw a Knockout puiscri
—his only chance to wiri—or
the final seconds.
Zulueta's manager, Hymie
Waltman, claunea the reteree
was "biased.- n adman said Ms
rugged Lucian lighter was 'Nis!-
en and that me referee ate
not call any Ionia agaaisi. Brown.
"I will not bring any mote
fighters to Denser because sit
the judging and peters-eh:1g,- Well-
man said.
Promoter Joe Dupler, discour-
aged over the gate ut 520,1100,
said he :oeuelin nut, promote any
more fights in Denver on a
guarantee bases, He guaranteed
hrown $23,000. '
Zulueta got 20 ger cent of
the gate and the 3O,000 tele-
vision lee — or about $10,000.
NEW YORK +lit —Three mem-
. bers of the Detroit i igers are •
piling up early leads in the
maiming tor nerths 6n ine Amer- -
sic.an League ati- I.star team that it Fits intim g ilanurs
•
will meet the_NaUunal Leags * *
top stars at St. Louis, Juiy a.
Bookie Steno her Iola of the
Tigers has opened almost a 3,-
000-point lead over Lit Me-
Duugald of the' New. York Yan-
kees us their race for the starting
laird baseman on the AL team.
Harvey Avienn is enjoying even
a greater runaway in tne short-
stop balloting with ,19,ati2 votes,
a rule Al .Katine also hulas a big
reuse. in the right held derby.
1116 other Ameristan League
leaders include first baseman
Vic 'Wertz of the Cies eland In-
mans, second baseman Nelli
of the Chicago While Sax, left
fielder 'lea Williams of 'the Red
Sox and center tielder Mickey
Mantle of the Yankees, anu
'catcher Yogi Berra 01' the
kees.
The leaders for the National
League starting berths are firs:
baseman sten Mustal of the
Cardinals, second baseman Red
Schnenaienst of the Braves,
shortstop Roy McMillan of the
Redlegs, third baseman Edisie
Mathews of the Braves, left
fielder Frank lielhasson of the
,Redlegs, center fielder Willie
Mays of the Giants, right fielder
Hank Aaron of the braves, and
catcher Ed 'Bailer' of the Red-
legs.
•
•
NATURAL 13)ROGES
STANTON Ky. — tP — Sky
Bridge and Natural Bridge, both
located near here, are two of the
largest of 12 natural bridge for-
mations to be found in Cumber-
land National Forest. Natural
Bridge towers more than 100 feat
high. The center of the arch is
to 40 feet thick and 50 feet
aCross.
The word giraffe means -the'
one whir Moves swiftly."
•
• ;
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
The Brooklyn Dougers can't
figure Don Hoak. 'they gave him
his first chalgte in ale •144,, lea-
sties, cut him tin for a fult "rid
Series- share '-tri Was, when . he
was' with them ana did every-
thing they could to make him
happy. And now, look at the
thaaks they're getting.
He blasted a two-run homer
Wednesday night that beat the
Dodgers, 4-3, and snapped a
four - game Cincinnati losing
streak.
ago, Hoak belted
a two-run homer off Don Drys-
dale to defeat the Dridgers, 3-1,
in the opener of a double-header
and then he clouted anothEr
home run off Ed Roebuck to
help the Redlegs take the night-
cap, 3-0.
On May 8 .he came up with a
three-run circuit blow off Don
Newcombe to give Cincinnati a
7-6 triumph.
The Docigers are hoping he
gets lost somewhere.
Hoak's homer Wednesday night
came in the seventh inning on
the heels . of. a pincit two-run
homer bi Bob Thurmate That
four-run rally spelled the sev-
enth victory of the season for
l'em Acker. Clem LAI:3111(s. was
the loser.
Cards Sweep Two
The St. Louis Car`binale climb-
ed to within a half-game of the
'pace-setting Braves by sweeping
a tier-night double-deader from
Pittsburgh, 5-2 and 5-1, while
Milwaukee blanked th.:
6-0, and the Cubs beat the
Muffles twice, 9-0 and 4-3.
In the American League, the
White Sox stayed 2ss games in
front with a 3-1 devlsich over
the Orioles;- the Yankees crushekt
the Tigers, 10-2; Kansas . City
clipped Washington, 6-3, ,a n d
Boston beat Cits,e4oncr, GAL
atm . /Ories 'an' Lindy Me.;
DanIsl reg4tered tM Cardtni10
pair of victories over the Pirates.
Jones struck out 10 and pitched
a seven-hitter in the opener
which was decided in the sev-
enth inning when Joe Cunnlig-
ham's pinch two - run homer
highlighted a three-run rally
that snapped a 2-2 tie. The Cards
got to Bob Purkey for three runs
in the first inning or the night-
cap And Stan Musts: eantrinuted
his 15th homer.
Wes Covington, recently re-
called from Wichita, slammed a
three-run homer d Hank Aa-
ron hit his 10:n 4. the hases
empty as Buts Buhl o tne Braves
handcuffed the Giants on four
hits. Ruben Gomez was t loser.
Rookie Dick Drtat of the Cubs
held the Plots to 'three hits in
the opener to notcee his six
victory with the aia of' homers
by Ernie Banks and Chuck 'tan-
ner. Walt Moryn smashed two
homers in the nightcap, driving
in three el tne Cubs' lour Ears.
Moe Draboweicy was the winnee
With help from Tur:c Lown,
Wildness Coats re es
The White Sex t ik acteant
of Art Ceeearel wildness
score two runs in th seeonct in-
ning, all they needed, oa a pair
, f-siValks and run-producing sin-
gles by Jim le' era and Bubra
t'hipips. Boo Keegan. making his
start sine 3.. v...
a inner althus.e.. Jack hareem:so
mopped up.
tril McDouee r; arid Yogi Berra
each hit Maio; + in u c Ysevees'
15-hit attack against the Tigers.
The Yanks clicked off their sixth
StEgIght Victory behind Tom
Sturaivant's eight - hit pitching
arid at the expense of Duke
Maas. Frank House also hoiner-dfct
•
The Athletics came up with
three runs in ninth off Buss
Kemmerer lotthen' victory over
Washington. Reliever Virgi
frocks drove in the tie-breaxinr
run with a single and Billy Mar-
tin then followed a ith his sec-
orid homer tor the A's since
coming front the Yankees last
Saturuay. Jan Lemon and Hal
Smith also home:est.
Hume runs. by Jim Piersall and
Sammy White couplers with a
five-hit pitching, performance by
Frank &titivate enabled the Re
Sox to snap a four game losingr
sit eak at the exp mise of the
insuans. Mike Garcia gave up
Boston's first five' runs arid was
the loser.
Mel Parnell To
Retire From Game
ROSTON Kil — Mel Parnell,
who won more games than an.
other southpaw pitcher in the
history of the Boston Red Sox,
has announced his retirement -
from baseball.
Parnell, trembled by a bad
pitching arm, told general manag-
r Joe Cronin ,,Tuesday that his
New Orleans physician advised
him not to pitch during the
rest of the season.
The Boston southpaw, w
hasn't pitched an inning this
year, asked to be kept on the
tied Sox roster until July 11
when he will become a 10-year
veteran and eligible for voluntary
retirement. Cronin granted the
request.
Bkjgest Sellers...because the,gre Biggest Savers!
:
From light-duty pickups to heavyweight tandems, Chevrolet trucks
know how to cut schedule time and operating costs. They've got
gas-saving, high-compression power and they're loaded with the
latest engineering advances!
Take Chevrolet light-duty models-like
that pickup in the picture. It's powered by
the latest version of the most popular truck
6 ever made-an engine famous for its
operating economy, and with a knack for
staying out of the repair shop, too. Chevy
\'8's-with the shortest stroke design in the
industry-are optional at extra cost in light-
duty models.
•
Only franchised Chevrolet deali,rs displits. this .fanums trmlomark
See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Deukr
•
1••
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Business Man
Finds Acting
Beneficial
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD IF, — On New
Yoris:a Seventh _ Ave., ..the busy
rwnufacturers of clothing must
s*p in their noon sidewalk 'clis-
cussions to marvel over what
has happened to a member of
their profession.
A cloak-and-suiter „has been
In Mexico — portraying a Span-
ish bullfighter, in a Movie,
Bob Evans. 27-year 'old genius
in the garment business, ac-
cidentally fell into the movies
and is being billed as a top
‘410.covery of the year. Handsome.
dark-haired Evans, a partner in
the Evan-Picone Company, maker:
of skirts and slacks, is the only
garment manufacturer who soon'
may be handing out autographs
to film fans.
In Two Pictures
He's in two Idp.,R4cilires — as
the late producer. Irving Thal-
berg, in "The Man With A
ihousand Faces," and as a bull-
Itghter in Ernest Hemingway's
"The Sun Also Rises." In side-
burns and a cravat he looks
every inch a Spaniard.
"I was first discovered by
Norma Shearer when she saw
me by the swimming pool at
the Beverly Hills Hotel," Evans
said.
"She wanted me to plarv the
nart of her former husband,
drhalberg, in a Universal-Inter-
national movie."
Evans was in Hollywood on
busirmss and was leaving for
New York that night, but the
former actress talked- him into
making a test. He missed his
plane. But he ,won the part
over stiff comoetition.
After -The Man With A Thou-
sand Face:" he returned to New
.Y.ork and his business. But one
Ahieht in El Morocco nightclub,
producer Darryl F Zanuck snot-
led him and asked him to 'play
the important bullfighter role in
"The 'sun Also Rises."
Discovered Twice
Zanuck hadn't seen me in
the other movie and had never
heard of me." continued Evans.
"I decided it' was fate. if I were
discovered twice."
1.1 Evans now is the only actor
under personal tiontract to Zan-
tick. But this celluloid success
1,sngsa ,1 la V hrug to the
Smoking May Damage Heart')
But Does Keep Down Weight
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK — Whatever
dread damage cigaret smoking
does to lungs and hearts, it
plays some role in keeping down
the Weight qf aging men, ac-
eording-,--10 " a scientific stud
into the "why" of a well-known
phenomonon — many men who
give Up smoking immediately
start to gain weight.
Drs. Ancel Keys and Josef
Brozek of the University of
Minnesota couldn't explain what
this role could be, unless — as
some scientific evidence has in-
dicated — smoking slows down
the "hunger contractions" of the
stomach and ao "tends to de-
press the felt need for food."
Because steady weight gains
with the stopping of smoking
has ben observed by so many
men, the scientists set out to
find out if the two were actually
connected or if the many men
had been deceived by a lot of
identical coincidences.
Study Material Handy
They had material for the study
easily at hand, in a long-term
study of the "aging" of 300
"normal" business and profes-
sional men which the university
has been conducting since 1947.
This "aging" study involved
regular yearly physical examina-
tions and has accumulated a
mass of diverse, detailed records.
Keys and Brozek took the weight
records of the men who had
given up smoking quite on their
own "without a doctor having
ordered them to, for health rea-
sons, for two years before they
gave it up, and for two years
afterward.
Then they took the weight
records of the same number of
men who hadn't given up smok-
young man.
For one thing, he's rich enough
to produce pictures himself. He
has no plans to give up his
secure business in New York,
and his partner agrees he can
leave twice a year to work in
pictures.
"Oh, yes, I make much more
money as a manufacturer than
almost any film star makes,"
he added. "Acting is fun. I think
I'll try it for a while and see
what happens.
-It's a change — the garment
business is much more hectic
than the movie business."
here from Du Barry. _.--
La beauty Apecialist:
to chart new beauty
7cfor you
JUNE 24 thru 28th
FOR FREE AOPOINTMENT
Phone
Are you making the most of your features? 
_
1If not, here's your chance to learn the "do's and don'ts"'in make-up and hair styling. An Expert from DuBarryis here to chart an analysis just for you. She'll study
your face type, your skin tone, your hair line 
...
and send you home with a personalized 
"prescription"'
for a new, and lovelier you. DonI miss your 
chance
for a "salon" lesson in beauty. Come in today.
, it's complimentary, of course.,
P. S. And be sure to ask about.
new Vibrance Creme Masque.
It's a new continental formula
('hat's entirely different from
,anything you've ever used...
SCOTT'S
DRUG
ing — men who were "matched"
precisely as to age, ocenpation,
duration of smoking, etc. These
men were the "controls" and
the histories of the weight gains
and losses ind weight main-
tenance of the "subjects" were
compared with theirs.
Starling Results
The comparative analyzing was
done by statistical techniques,
with cross-checks to assure a
high degree of statistical ac-
curacy — ,technics which are
universally accepted in silt
The results of this anal
were rather strhng.
"Year 3" was the year in
which the subjects stopped smok-
ing, and "years 1 and 2" were
the two years immediately be-
fore, and "years 4 and 5," the
4ars immediately afterwards.
Through "years 1 and 2" there
was no difference, statistically
between the "subjects" and the
"controls." .
'But thrcitettri- 4 and 5"
there was a decidedly significant
difference, again statistically. The
net over-all difference, in fact,
was 9.3 pounds. The scientists
( mphasized that all the men
were "essentially normal" under
close periodic medical supervision
and so under pressure to keep
their weights within normal
limits.
"The question of permanence
of the gain beyond two years
remains open," the scientists said
in their report to the American
Asociation for the Advancement
of Science. "While the evidence
concerning the effect on body
weight of stopping cigaret smok-
ing is convincing, no simple and
definite interpretation of t h e
phenomenon can be offered."
DAVY STILL AROUND?
'PARIS (IP+ — Napoleon I still
is the No. I hero of French
schol-children, a nationwide sur-
vey showed today. The Parents
Assn. study, conducted among
thousands of elementary and high
schol students, plated only one
foreigner among the top 10. He
was Davy Crockett, who placed
eighth.
SNOW OVER MIAMI
MIAMAL Fla. rin — National
Airlines pilot (apt. Joe Amar-
kand teported "heavy snow flur-
ries- at 18,000 feet above Miami
Friday afternon. The tempera-
ture was 83 degrees on . th•
ground.
THE LEDGER & TIMER — MURRAY,
Capital Cathedral
COPS THE CORDIAL
MAPLEWOOD, N. J. —
George Trim told police his
apartment had been visited by
a high-spirited, thief. Trim said
he found his apartment had been
entered, but only the contents
of a bottle of expensive cordial
was missing. Untouched was a
filled jewelbox on a cabinet
nearby.
Gets Joan Statue
WASHNGTON 
—4111— A new
statue of St. Joan of Arc by
sculptor Marian flrackenridge of
Sonoma, Calif., will soon be on
view in Washington (Episcopal)
Cathedral.
The Rev. G. Gardner Monks,
canon of the cathedral, told the
United Press that the graceful,
30 inch statue -will be placed-1n
a niche on the south outer aisle
of the nave.
It is one of the first works, of
are obtained for the huge Gothic
cathedral through a $500,000 en-
dowment provided by the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Ewell o
Washington for embellishment of
the cathedral. E'en, a retired
diplomat, discussed the design
of the St. John statue with Miss
Brackenridge's concept of the
statue," the Rev. Monks said.
Miss Brackenridge depicted St.
Joan at the age of 17, dressed in
The leather jacket of a peasant
girl. John's right hand is raised
and her head turned slightly to
the right in the attitude of one
listening intently.
"Miss Bracken4Age,telt that,
lsince the Cathearil—arean; has
a stained-glass window of Joan
in the traditional suit of armor, It
would be appropriate for the
statue to show her listening to
the 'voices' that inspired her to
save France," the canon ex-
plained.
Her Other Works
"Miss Brackenridge, a very
scientious workman, s p ent
months in research on the design.
She learned from old histories
that Jone of Arc always heard
her 'voices' as if they were com-
ing over her right shoulder.
Hence the turn of the head in
the figure."
The plaster model, executed by
Miss Brackenridge at her La
Brenta studio at Sonoma, arrived
here by train late in pril.
Monks said Roger Morigi, a
master stone-carver on the Cath-
edral's permanent staff, was
assigned to the month-long job
of reproducing the design in In-
diana limestone. The finished
limestone statue will be placed in
its niche whenever it is finished,
without an unveiling ceremony,
!n accordance with cathedral
traditions, Monks said.
Walks said Miss Brakenridge's
work as commissioned by Phil-
lip Hubert Froman, architect of
the cathedral. Miss Brackenridge
was a student of the late Ettore
Cadorin, the great sculptor who
carved many of the large figures
in the cathedral, including the
figures of Its patron saints,
Peter and Paul, on the outside
apse.
"Two figures by Miss Bracken-
ridge already are in the cath-
edral." Monks said, pointing to
carvings of St. Andrew and of
John Calvin in the Woodrow
Wilson memorial chapel.
She also carved the corbel de-
picts the facade of the Cathe-
dral of Rheims, where the Dau-
phin was crowned king of France
through St. Joan's efforts.
Monks said the statue will be
called "St. Joan of Arc Inspired."
BEAUTIFUL WEATHER Is Here Now!
BEAUTIFUL CARS Are Here Now!
WONDERFUL LOW PRICES
ARE HERE NOW!
AT HUGO'S
1955 BUICK CENTURY —
4 Door Hardtop, like new.
1956 CHEVROLET POWERGLTDE —
4 Door Sedan, R & H. A beautiful two-toms
Automobile.
1955 FORD VICTORIA — With all the extras.
1955 CHEV. BEL-AIRE — Loaded and is Tip-Top.
1955 FORD FAIRLANE SEDAN — with extras.
1954 FORD — 4 door with extras and is priced right.
1953 CHEVROLET — 2 door, extra dean inside
and out.
1953 PONTIAC CATALINA — Loaded with equip-
ment, a beauty.
1951 CHEVROLET — 2 door with standard trans-
mission — tip top.
1950 FORD — '49 FORD — '49 STUDE. —
'48 CHEV. — 50 PLYMOUTH — All Real Cheap
1955 FORD 1 ton, eight cylinder TRUCK —
Tip- Top Condition
1951 CHEV., i z Ton PICK-UP — Radio and Heater,
Locally Owned.
GUARANTEED FINE AUTOMOBILES
Hugo Wilson Motor Sales
East Main Murray, Ky.
KENTUCKY
e
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BIG DAYS
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BELK-SETTLE
FRIDAY SATURDAY MONDAY TUESDAY
it's the fashion of the hour
LADIES
COTTON PRINT
DRESSES
Reg. $1.49
SALE
LADIES and CHILDREN'S
Summer PLAY Shoes
Ladies CANVAS TOP
RUBBER SOLE
SAN,
1
DALS
Assoed 
:98 & $2.95
LADIES
White- Black Brown
$1.98 & $2.95
CHILDRENS
PLAY SANDALS
$1.9 White T72.95
C.
MEN'S
BLUE CHAMBRAY
WORK
SHIRTS)
REGULAR $1.29
SPECIAL
$1.00
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT
1111.
BLUE RIDGE CHINA
CUPS, SAUCERS, CEREAL BOWLS, PLATES,
PLATTERS, SUGAR and CREAMER, fs,ALT and
PEPPER, ETC.
SPECIAL PRICE 
10C To 25c
- SATURDAY ONLY -
5 oz.D CLOTHES PINS
c
Limit 5 Doz. to Customer
EXTRA HEAVY
CANNON
STRIPE
TOWELS
Regular 79c Values
59c 2 For 1.00 
LADIES
51 GUAGE
NYLON
HOSE
59c
2 pr
$1.00
.et
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MAJOR LEAGUE 1
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD
: American League
W L Pct. GB
37 19 661
35 22 614 2's
31 26 .544 6/2
32 27 .542 61-2
28 11---.475
25 33 431 13
25 33 431 13
20 42 323 20
Yesterday's Results
Boston 6 Cleveland 0
New York 10 Detroit 2
Chicago 3 Baltimore 1. night
Kan. City 6 Washington 3. rught
_Today's GROWS
Putting Baseball
Under Anti-Trust
Would Injure Game
WASHINGTON 41, —A Florida
congressman who once was both
a baseball player and official
said today that putting the sport
under afitt-trust regulation would
cause -perhaps ureparable injury
ro'a the great American game"
Democartic s.ep. ft. s. tieriong
Jr. made the statement in tesu-
1 inony prepareu tur a house
judiciary sutscommitee ohich is
stud:tang the anti-trust status of
profeserunal !moos.
Baseball CononivrIonoft Ford C
Frick and minor league 'President
. George M. Trautman also were
scheduled to testify. They too
Lwere ready to go to bat forcontinued exemption of baseballom federal anti-trust laws.
---Heg4ongoot-4..tvieritunor league
official and one-time ' good field.
no hit" first baseman in the
minors. said blanketing baseball
tinder anti-trust laws could re-
MA in ' abolition or substantial
Idrnitation" of baseball's reserve
*acme.
7 Under the reserve clause, a
"layer must stick with the team
be first contracts with, unless
ifaded or sold •
Without the reserve clause.
Herlong said, a minor league
team couldn't control its players'
contracts and would lose an
:important source" of income
since it couldn't, sell' promising
pia-YfrS to the majors.
-From my experience I say
, categorically that minor league
c lifasebalt could not opexate with-
out the reserve clause and re-
lated regulations." Herlong said.
•
Kansas City at Washington
Chicago at Baltimore
Detroit at New York
Cleveland at Boston
Tomorrow's Games
. • ..,,tFIrpwled To SaveClevetand at Washingtrec.' night'
Detroit at Ballimore. night Welter Match
Chicago at New York. night
Kansas City at Boston, night
Three Tigers
In All Star Votes Former Bum Gives ThemPiling Up Leads
THURSDAY — JUNE 20, 19514
NEW YORK all —Three mein-
bets of the Detroit tigers are 111
piling up early leads in the
oairoung tor oerths on the Amer-
lean coagtie tut-star team that
DENVER, Colo. NI^ Light- SUlLe. overweight rnatenes. tie Will meet the National LeagNes
weight champion Joe Brown, ra-
- 1, •
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Lightweight Champ To
Meet Kenny Lane
By GENE PAEAKINS said the champ would take about
United Press Sports Writer I a - month's neat arta uten light
Mating con
ne 
ficience after Wed-
sday. night's marathon: tech-
nical knockout of Cuban chal-
lenger Orlando Zdlueta, said to-
die he would fight highly-re-
garded Kenny Lane. wonm 90
nays if the National Boxing
•AOst->cialiort waotted turn to.
Brown, starting slowo, rallied
powerfully in the final three
rounds at Denver Coliseum to
.mash iuleeta helpless with 21
seconds remaining us the 15th
round.
Lou Viscusi. Brostn's manager,
National League
W L Pct. GB
Milwaukee 34 24 .586
St. Louis 33 24 .579 ls
Brooklyn 32 26 .552 2
Cincinnati 33 27 .5.50 2
Philadelphia 31 26 .544 2i.
Nw York 26 33 .441 8'.5
Pittsburgh 22 37 .373 1212,
Ch,cai; 19 33 .365 12
Yesterday's Results
Chicag- 9 l',adelphia 0 (1st)
Chicago 4 Philadelphia 3 (2nd)
St. Louis 5 Potsbgh 2, ,twilight
St. Louis 5,Pittsbgh 1, night
Milwaukee 6 New. York 0. night
Cincinnati 4 Brooklyn 3. night
• Today's Games
Phnadelphia at Chicago
New York it Milwaukee
Brooklyn at Cincinnati. night
Pittsburgh at St. Louts, night
"'Tomorrow's
Nev.' York at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. night
Philadelphia at Milwaukee. night
Brookls-n at S' nireFit
Candy Industry Set
Two Records In '56
•
CHICAGO —7— The average
American munched his way
through 17 pounds of caindy in
1956 and helped the candy in-
dustry set two records.
The 17-pound figure is higher
than the preceeding two years.
but the ail-time record is )20
pounds per person set in 1944.
The records, according to Ency-
clopaedia Bntanruca. were in
overall sales—more than three
million pounds—and wholesale
cost. 51.200.000.000.
Octress Helen Hayes' birthday
to Oro lit 1900
FISHING REPORT
Wattr: bu degrees art6 clear.
Remarks: Wonderful, nothing
like it ever before! Everybody
dragging fish out of, this. lake
both day and night. won't
add anything to our fint: fishing
so yours truly. will use this space
to brag a little.
— -Last Wednesday night while
fishing Our Blue 6111. I snagged
a 13 lb. I or. Carp by the toil.,
hight in the horse power. Using
a 5,2 ft. Betts Rod, Zebco Reel,
6 lb. test line and a No: '10 olue
gill -hook, tne bottle went on
tar into the night. After a full
45 minutes of constant bottle
and pressure., the A s h was
brought to net in the 'presence
of - seven witnesses. It's a good
idea' to always have witnesses!
It .was an experience equal to
any you might have in salt
wank fishing You Bass fisher-
men don't know what you're
Isiqftit you pass.' tip the
lowly Carp for he's the gamest
id all.
Individual Catches' .
CoorAori. Indiana —Jay Smith
and par :- 205 Bass. Crapie.
Striper, ue to 4 lbs. 3 or.. Spoon-
plug. minnowo and willow flier,.
Nashville. Tenn. — J. C. Thur-
man and party, 43 Striper. Crap-
pie, Bass, 1 to 5¼4 lb., minnows.
St. Lours. .Mo. Dr. and
Mrs. M. It. Zumwalt. 17 Striper.
sponoplug. Dale Bolyard, Ernest
S. •
va•
McKuin. 13 Crappie. 2 Wall Eye,
7 Striper, I Cat, Minnows.
Eeansvills, Indiana — J oe
Johston, J0 White Bass, up to
los lbs.. 111_ Flies.
ColumbusOphio — 'Mr. Stone-
rock and Son, 17 Striper, 2 - 3'.1
lbs., svmplug.
Paducah. Kentucky
the Druggist, 22 Crappie, 1 -
lbs.. minnows.
Russellville. Ky. — J. W. Mur-
rey and C. L. Wilson, 12 Bass,
2 -‘ 5 lbs.. Bowher.
Richmond, Indiana — J i m
Yates, 1 Bass, 3 lbs.. 9,2 or.. lazey
iket l - ' •
. Golden Pond. Ky. — .Ruth
Hooks. '.1ini Wallace'. Pee Wee
Turner, Rornain Hooks, 47 Bass.
1 lb., spinner.
Murray. Ky. — Sgt. Vaught;
and Sgt. Shelley, 4 Pike, 1 Bass;
1 Cat.- 3L5 lb.
Hopkinsville. Ky. — Henry
Grigsby and Sons.. 25 Carp 3
to 10 lbs. dough. t P. Soapes.
45 Striper. Wilkie.: flies. Mr. and
Mrs. Roger McGuinnis. 60 Bass,
average...1,3 Ipso ,. Willow flies.
Doug Brain'. Allen Brame, Tom
Dittalo. Turkey Cravens. 80 Strip-
er. 
11,2oe Thomason 
- 2 lb•,.„,
 inner, whitej
fly. Joe 15 Striper,
Willow. flies. Bubb. Allen, Bass.
lb 39s or. Surface. H. C. Vier
end•tPete Joiner. 17 Striped Bass.
average 1 lb., minnows.
• Paul Gilliam
•
Joe Louis Is
NEW YORK Ilk — Joe Louis
probably Will save the onillion-
dollar Ray Robinson - Carmen
Basilic) fight before next mon-
day's 
deadline.pion has been sent in as a
The former heavyweight chain-
mediator to break the deadlock
between promoter Jim Norris
and Sugar Ray. •
Louis now Is a 320,000-a-year
public relations man for Norris'
International Boxing Clubs of
New York and. Illinois, and he
is els° a close friend of Robin-
son.
Big Joe had his first huddle
with the middleweight champion
Tuesday night, and the previous-
ly bitter Robinson reported "some
progress."
Sugar Ray broke with Norris
two weeks ago and declared
tus 160-pound crown against-
Basilio. the welterweight cham-
pion, for Norris at the Polo
Grounds in September.
its With Winningliemers
said he- haa otiers 'to taxe Bruen top stars at St. Louis, July a. 
to Milwaukee- andlioustono
, Viscusi said Brown would meet
Lane within 90 crass anct ablue
by any other requests irom the
National Boxing Association. -
Crowd Looked For Upset
The 2c1-year Z.ulueta made
a good, smart fight 01 'it untii
the 11th and was ahead or.
jodge Joe tuner s caru, to the
delight of the small crowd ol
a,000 who sensed an upset.
But in the 13th round the
champion's punches picked up
power. He floored 2.ulueta for
a nine cciunt with a left he
brought up trom below ha Knees.
eetsWodutork tot Zulue t a to _
fluor again with a right tor
count uS eight in the lath. het-
ere-e hay iseech Called the bout
at 2:39, with much uouing front
the crowd.
Brown Ahead On Points
But the scorecards of toe two
judges aid the releree showed
the 2-1 favored champion ahead
on points after 14 rounds, and
Zulueta was piainiy in no con,
dawn to throw a knockout puncil
only chance to
the final seconds.
Zulueta's manager, Hymic
Waltman, claimea the reteree
was -biased." natiman said tri
rugged Cuoan fighter v..as-"ppatt-
ed and that me reteree old
not call any fouls against Brown.
"I will not bring any mole
fighters to Denver because ut
the judging and•retereemg,-
man said.
Promoter Joe Dupler, discour-
aged over the gate or *20,Out1-,-
said he 'would nut promote any
more fights us Denver un
guarantee basm. He guaranteed
Brown $25,U00.
Zulueta got 20 per cent of
the gate and the a30,000 tele-
vision lee — or about $10,000.
ttoueie Keno _Beriuni of the
Tigers has opened almost a 3,-
boo-point lead user Lerf Mc-
Dougald of die New York Yan-
kees in theix race tor the starting
taint baseman on the AL, team. _.
Harvey Auenn iss-enjoyirag even
a greeter runaway in tat short-
stop balloting with 19,402 votes,
.tt rule Al Kanne also hulas a big
wage in the right field derby.
't he other Amerman League
leaders include first baseman
Vic Wertz of the Lies eland In-
dians, second baseman Neth Fox
of the Chicago White Sox, left
fielder 'lea avililanas of ..the hea
Sox and center tickler Mickey
Mantle of the Yankees anis
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
The Brooklyn Duugers can't
figure Doh-Watt. lhey gave hint
his first ckalOte in ate lea-
gues, cut him in for alIttltalitstld
series share "in 19eat when he
was with them ana did every-
thing they could to make hint
happy. And now, look at the
thaoks they're getting.
-He blasted a two-run homer
Wednesday night that beat the
Dodgers, 4-3, and snapped a
four - genie Cincinnati losing
streak.
rr:Berra of the
' 
Yan- 
age. Hoak belted,
a two-run homer' off Dun Drys-
kees.
The leaders for the National
League starting berths are first
baseman Stan Musial of the
Cardinals, second baseman Red
Schoenaien.st of the Braves,
shortstop loy M.CM11„1.an' of the
Reolegi, third baseman Eddie
Mathews ' of the, Braves, left
filcler Frank Robinson of the
31.esdleg.s, center fielder Willie
Mays of the Giants, right fielder
Hank 'Aaron of the Braves, and
catchtr Ed Bailey of the }4d-
legs.
•
NATURAL BIRDGES
STANTON Ky. — 41, — Sky
Bridge and Natural Bridge, both
located near here,..ai-e two of the
largest of 12 natural bridge for-
mations to be found in Cumber-
,Natotnal Foreat, Natural
Bridge towers mite than 100 feet
high. The- center of the arch is
Mt. to 40 feet thick and 50 feet
laSS.
The word giraffe means "the
one who moves 'swiftly."
dale to defeat the Dodgers, 3-1,
in the opener of a double-header
and then he clouted anothEr
home run off Ed' Roebuck to
help the Redlegs take the night-
cap, 3-0.
On May 8 he came up with a
three-run circuit blow off DOH
Newcombe to give Cincinnati a
7-6 triumph.
The Dodgers are hoping he
gets lost somewhere.
Honk's homer Wednesday night
came in the seventh inning on
the heels of a omen two-run
homer -by Bob Thurmat.. That
four-run rally spelled the sev-
enth victory of the. season for
Acker. Clem Lauinc was
the loser.
Cards Sweep Two
The St. Louis Caruinala climb-
ed to within a half-game of the
pace-setting Braves by sweeping
a twi-night double-'neaticr from
Pittsburgh, 5-2 and L-1, while
Milwaukee blanked th.i Giants,
6-0, and the Cubs beat the
Phillies twice; 9-0 and 4-3.
In the American Leigbe, the
White Sox stayed 2ss games in
front with a 3-1 dee:sic!' over
the Orioles; the Yank, e crushet
the Tigcrs, 10-2; -Ka as City
clipeiO Washington, 6-3, a n d
lioes boat Clevepie, 0-0.
. t • • ,
Etata J364111 'and ' Lindy Mc:
Dant* reglktered the Carclitik10'
pair of victories over 'the. Pirates.
June d struck out 10 ifed pitcned
a seven-hitter ir. the opener
which was decided in the sev-
enth inning when Joe Cum ag-
ham's pinch two - run homer
highlighted a three-run rally
that snapped a 2-2 tie. The Cards
got to Bob Purkey for three runs
in the first inning of the night-
cap Ind Stan Mustai contriouted
keosfoltaostseene r.
Wes Covington, recently re-
called frcm Wichita, slammed a
three-run homer and Hank Aa-
ron hit his 19.n watil she oases
empty as Bob Buhl of Me Braves
handcuffed the Giants on Lan'
hits. Ruben Gomez was the loser.
Rookie Oleic Driatt of the Cubs
held the Pivis to three hits in
the opener to notch his sixth
victory with the aid of' homers
by Ernie Banks and Chuck 'ban-
ner. Walt /do:yri smashed two
homers in the nightcap, driving
in three ol toe Cuos' tour tars.
Moe Drabowike was ail winner
with heip from Tur:c Listen. S.
Wildness Costs Oriciies
The White Sex took aavantage
of Art Ceccatelle3 wildness to
score two runs in the second in-
ning, all they needed, us a pair
-1 walks and run-producing sin-
gles by Jim 11,..cra and Barna
enillips. Boo Keegan, making his
lust start sine M 3.. vot• I<
ee inner alth000. Jack halaosnan
mopped up.
McDougs (l and Yogi licria
inch hit hovio; ta lm 000rooto
15-hit attack against the Tigers.
The Yanks clicked off their sixth
se5 p1ght 4 erirtory behind Tom
8 ruivant's eight - hit pitching
.argi• at the: expens'e of Duke
w
as. Frank %Mae also homer-
The- Athletics caine up with
three runs in the ninth off Russ
Kemmerer tor tUcU Victory over
Washington. Relievet Virgia
frucks drove in the tie-breaxinr
run with a single and Billy Mar-
tin then followed with his sec-
ond homer tor the A's since
coming front ills,- Yankees last
Saturday-. Jim Lemon and Hal
Smith aiso homezed.
sime_rubs by Jim Piersall and
Sammy White cuuplen with a
five-hit pitching perturmance by
Frank Sullivan, enabled the Rest'
So s, to snap a four game losinf
streak at the expoese of the
indian.s. Mike Garcia gave up
Boston's firet five runs and was
Use loser.
Mel Parnell To
Retire From Game
BOSTON ,tn — Mel Parnell,
who won more games than an
other southpaw pitcher in the
history of the Boston Red Sox,
has announced his retirement
from baseball.
Parnell, troubled by a bad
pitching arm, told general manag-
er Joe Cronin Tuesday that h.
New Orleans physician advised
him not to pitch during the
rest of the season.
The Boston southpaw, w ho
hasn't pitched an inning tho
year, asked to be kept on tto
rted Sox roster until July I.
when he will become a 10-year
veteran and eligible for voluntaro
retirement. Cronin granted the
request.
Bkigest Sellers...because they're Biggest Savem
From light-duty pickups to heavyweight tandems, Chevrolet trucks
know how to cut schedule time and operating costs. They've got
gas-saving, high-compression power and they're loaded with the
latest engineering advances!
Take Chevrolet light-duty models-like
that pickup in the picture. It's powered by
the latest version of the most popular truck
6 ever made-an engine famous for its
operating economy, and with a knack for
staying out of the repair shop, too. Chcsy
"8'c-with the shortest stroke design in the
industry-are optional at extra cost in light-
duty models.
Tho Whoo/4174
"wksi \444111" • Chevrolet kik-brae 57 ?fucks
•
•
•
-4.,4443 • ,,•••••••••••• 
f1411.4•••
That's one of Chevy's new 8000 Series tandems at left. model 8403 1!,,u
pickup, model 3604. hos an extra-long box (98"), is rated up to 6900 Iht W
New Irons Chevrolet
now available -• •
for 8000 Series
heavyw•ighls9
Tandem options
. restores two 5.006 lb ropoory rear inlet'
• Ite,nIoried frames, high-performotHe VI
power I
• Boosts $000 Series G.V W to 21,000 lbs
• Boosts IC W. rating to 45,000 lbs I
•
•
Also listed with the lightweights, you'll
find new, sure-footed 4-wheel drive models
-the time-saving ansvver to hack country
hauls and-off-the-road work. These new
1 ask-Force models range up through the
7400-lb. G.V.W. class. _
Up in. the middleweight ranks, Chevy
has new high-capacity Forward Control
-Models designed to make short work of
Onlv franelt iNed Chevrolet dectIvrs
long delivery schedules. They're the biggest
models of their kind in the industry with
G.V.W. ratings up to I li,000 pounds!
Conventional middleweight truck mod-
els, now with heavy-duty options available,
range up through 21,000 lbs. G.V.W.!
Task-Force heavyweights ride the high-
tonnage hauls with short-stroke V8's stand-
ard in every model. In new tandem models,
there's a work-saving 3-speed power di-
vider that lets you select the most efficient
ratio for a wider range of operating con-
ditions.
Your Chevrolet dealer will fill in the
details and specify the model and equip-
ment best suited to your job. See him soon.
CHEVROLET disphiv this .f(tmotts fradvintirk
See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
• •
•
••••
•
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Business Man Smoking May Damage Hear(
Finds Acting But Does Keep Down Weight
Beneficial
•
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD t 
— On New
York's-Seventh Aver the busy
rfrnufacturers of clothing must
snip in their noon sidewalk dis-
cussions to marvel over what
has happened to a member of
their profession.
A cloak-and-suiter has • been
In Mexico — portraying a Span-
ish bullfighter in a movie,
Bob Evans. 27-year 'old genius
in the garment business, ac-
cidentally fell into the movies
and is being billed as a top
albalicovery of the year. Handsome.
dark-haired Evans. a partner in
the Evan-Picone Company, maker
of skirts and slacks, is the only
garment manufacturer who soon
may be handing out autographs
to film fans.
In Two Pictures
He's in tw2.1,14,4,..piglares
e late producer. Irving Thal-
berg, in "The Man With A
Ihousand Faees," and as a bull-
Illehter in Ernest Hemingway's
"The Sun Also Rises." In side-
burns and a cravat he looks
every inch a Spaniard.
"I was first discovered by
Norma Shearer when she saw
me by the swimming pool at
the Beverly Hills Hotel," Evans
said.
-She wanted me to play the
nail of her former husband,
thalberg, in a Universal-Inter-
national movie"
Evans was in Hollywood on
business and .was leaving for
New York that night, but the
former actress talked him into
making a test. He missed his
plane. But he ,won the part
over stiff comnetition.
After "The Man With A Thou-
sand Faces" he returned to New
.‘i'ork and his business. But one
011itht in El Morocco nightclub,
Producer Darryl F. Zanuck snot-
ted him and asked him. to play
the important bullfighter role in
"The Sun Also Rises."
Discovered Twice
Zanuck fladn't seen me in
the other movie and had never
tleaid of me," 'contintr$4-Evan-s7
"I decided it was fate, if I were
discovered twice."
Ili Evans now is the only actor
under personal Contract to Zan-
uck. But this celluloid success
brings a. suave shrug to the
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK IT — Whatever
dread damage cigaret smoking
dues to lungs and hearts, it
plays some role in keeping down
the weight qf aging men, ac-
cording to a scientific -study
into the "why" of a well-known
phenomonon — many men who
give up smoking immediately
start to gain weight.
Drs. Ancel Keys and Josef
Brozek of the University of
Minnesota couldn't explain what
his role could be, unless — as
some scientific evidence has in-
dicated — smoking slows down
the "hunger contractions" of the
stomach and go "tends to de-
press the felt need for food."
Because steady weight gains
with the stopping of smoking
has ben observed by so many
men, the scientists set out to
find out if the two were actually
connected or if the many men
had been_jigeejvAgl..by a lot .
identical coincidences.
Study Material Handy
They had material for the study
easily at hand, in a long-term
study of the "aging" of 300
"normal" business and profes-
sional men which the university
has been conducting since 1947.
This "aging" study involved
regular yearly physical examina-
tions and has accumulated a
mass of diverse, detailed records.
Keys and Brozek took the weigh
records of the men who had
given up smoking quite on their
own "without a doctor having
ordered them to, for health rea-
sons, for two years before they
gave it up, and for two years
afterward.
Then they took the weight
records of the same number of
men who hadn't given up smok-
•
young man.
For, one thing, he's rich enough
to produce pictures himself. He
has no plans to give up his
secure business In New York,
and his partner agrees he can
leave twice a year to work in
pictures.
"Oh, yes, I make much more
money as a manufacturer than
t• any' film star makes,"
he added. "Acting is fun. I think
I'll try it for a while and see
what happens.
"It's a change — the garment
business is much more hectic
than the movie business."
here from. Dulharrt.,---
ia beauty specialist:
\to chart new beauty
(for you,..
JUNE 24 thru 28th
FOR FREE APPOINTMENT
Phone 43:,
_ 
_-- 
.--- — -
Are you making the most of your features?
1 If not, here's your chance to learn the "do's arid -don'ts"'in make-up and hair styling. An Expert from DuBarryis here to chart an analysis just for you. She'll study
your face type, your skin tone, your hair line.
and send you home with a personalized "prescription"'
for a new, and lovelier you. Don't miss your chance
, for a "salon" lesson in beauty. Come in today
',it's complimentary, of course.,
p. 9. And be sure to ask about
new Vibrance Creme Masque.
It's a new continental forfnula
that's entirely different from
,anything you've ever used.,
SCOTT'S
4. DRUG
allSIF-aaan e.a•
t -
ing — men who were "matched"
precisely as to age, occupation,
duration of smoking, etc. These
men were the "controls" and
the histories of the weight gains
and losses and weight main-
tenance of the "subjects" were
compared with theirs.
Sterling Results
The comparative analyzing was
done by statistical techniques.
with cross-checks to assure a
high degree of statistical ac-
curacy — .technics which are
universally accepted in science.
The results of this analyzing
were rather startling.
"Year 3" was the year in
which the subjects stopped smok-
ing, and "years 1 and 2" were
the two years immediately be-
fore,. and "years 4 and 5," the
years immediately afterwards.
Through "years 1 and 2" there
was no difference, statistically
between the "subjects" and the
"controls."
But through "years 4 and 5"
there was a decidedly significant
difference, again statistically. The
net over-all difference, in fact,
was 9.3 pounds. The scientists
emphasized that all the men
were "essentially normal" under
close periodic medical supervision
and so under pressure to keep
their weights within normal
limits.
"The question of permanence
of the gain beyond two years
remains open." the scientists csaid
in their report to the American
Asociation for the Advancement
of Science. "While the evidence
concerning the effect on body
weight of stopping cigaret smok-
ing is convincing, no simple and
definite interpretation of t h e
phenomenon can be offered."
()Aviv STILL AROUND?
PARIS • — Napoleon I still
is the No. 1 hero of French
sehol-children, a nationwide sur-
vey showed today. The Parents
Assn. study, conducted among
thousands of elementary and high
schol students, placed only one
foteigner among the top 10. He
was Davy Crockett, who placed
eighth. - -
--
•
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Capital Cathedral
SNOW OVER MIAMI
MIAMAI, Fla (1R — National
Airlines pilot Capt. Joe. Amer-
kand leported "heavy snow flur-
ries" at 18,000 feet above Miami
Friday afternon. The tempera-
ture was 83 degrees on the
ground.
COPS THE CORDIAL
MAPLEWOOD, N. J. or —
George Trim told police his
apartment had been visited by
a high-spirited thief. Trim said
he found his apartment had been
entered, but only the contents
of a bottle of expensive cordial
was missing. Untouched was el
filled jewelbox on a cabinert
nearby.
Gets Joan Statue
WASHNGTON —41P1--- A pew
statue of St. Joan of Arc by
sculptor Marian Brackenridge of
Sonoma, Calif., will soon be on
view in Washington (Episcopal)
Cathedral.
The Rev. G. Gardner Monks,
canon of the cathedral, told the
United Press .that the graceful,30 inch statue will be placed in
a niche on the south outer aisle
of the nave.
It is one of the first works of
are obtained for the huge Gothic
cathedral tbrough a $500,000 en-
dowment provided by the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Ewell of
Washington for embellishment of
the cathedral. Ewell, a retired
diplomat, discussed the design
of the St. John statue with Miss
Brackenridge's concept of the
statue," the Rev. Monks said.
Miss Brackenridge depicted St.
Joan at the age of 17, dressed in
the leather jacket of a peasant
girl. John's right hand is raised
and her head turned slightly to
the right in the attitude of one
listening intently.
"aftae•ltraticenTIdge felt 11Thr"4-'
since the Cathedral already has
a stained-glass window of Joan
in the traditional suit of armor, it
would be appropriate for the
statue to show her listening to
the 'voices' that inspired her to
save France," the canon ex-
plained.
Her Other Works
"Miss Brackenridge, a very
scientious workman, spent
months in research on the design.
e learned from old histories
thIt Jone of Arc always heard
her 'voices' as if they were corn-
ing over her right shoulder.
Hence the turn of the head in
the figure."
The plaster model, executed by
Miss Brackenridge at her La
Brenta ntudio at Sonoma, arrived
here by train late in pril.
Monks said Roger Morigi, a
master stone-carver on the Cath-
edral's permanent staff, was
assigned to the month-long job
of reproducing the design in In-
diana limestone. The finished
limestone statue will be placed in
its niche whenever it is finished,
without an unveiling ceremony,
!n accordance with cathedral
traditions, Monks said.
Monks said Miss Brakenridge's
work was commissioned by Phil-
lip Hubert Froman, architect of
the cathedral. Miss Brackenridge
was a student of the late Ettore '
Cadorin, the great sculptor who
carved many oil the large figures ,
in the cathedral, including the i
figures of Its patron saints-1
Peter and Paul, n the outside '
apse. 1
"Two figures Miss Bracken-
ridge already &e in the cath-
edral." Monks said, panting to ;
carvings, of St. Andrew and of '
John Calvin in the Woodrow
Wilson memorial chapel.
She also carved the corbel cif/-
0as the facade of the Cathe
dral of Rheims, where the Dau-
phin was crowned king of France
through St. Joan's efforts.
Mop 4a said the statue will be
called ('St. Joan of Arc Inspired."
BEAUTIFUL WEATHER Is Here Now!
BEAUTIFUL CARS Are Here Now!
WONDERFUL LOW PRICES
ARE HERE NOW!
AT HUGO'S
1955 BUICK CENTURY —
4 Door Hardtop, like new.
1956 CHEVROLET POWERGLIDE —
4 Door Sedan, R & H. A beautiful two-tona
Automobile.
1955 FORD VICTORIA — With all the extra'.
1955 CHEV. BEL-AIRE — Loaded and is Tip-Top.
1955 FORD FAIRLANE SEDAN — with extras.
1954 FORD — 4 door with extras and is priced right.
1953 CHEVROLET — 2 door, extra clean inside
and out.
1953 PONTIAC CATALINA — Loaded with equip-
ment, a beauty.
1951 CHEVROLET — 2 door with standard trans-
mission — tip top.
1950 FORD — '49 FORD — '49 STUDE. —
'48 CHEV. — 50 PLYMOUTH — All Real Cheap
1955 FORD —7. 1 ton, eight cylinder TRUCK —
Tip- Top Condition
1951 CHEV., 1 2 Ton PICK-UP — Radio and Heater,
Locally Owned.
GUARANTEED FINE AUTOMOBILES
Hugo Wilson Motor Sales
East Main Murray, Ky.
•
•
•
' 
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BIG DAYS
BELK-SETTLE
FRIDAY SATURDAY MONDAY TUESDAY
it's the fashion of the hour
LADIES
COTTON PRINT
Reg. S1.49
SALL
LADIES and CHILDR '
Summer PLAY Shoes
Ladies CANVAS TOP
RUBBER SOLE
SANDALS„ort
$1.68 s2.95
LADIES
SANDALS
White- Black Brown
$1.98 & $2.95
CHILDRENS
PLAY SANDALS
198& 
White Tar'
1
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT
BLUE RIDGE CHINA
CUPS, SAUCERS, CEREAL BOWLS, PLATES,
PLATTERS, SUGAR and CREAMER, SALT and
PEPPER, ETC.
SPECIAL PRICE 
10C
 To
 25C
— SATURDAY ONLY —
CLOTHES PINS
 
 5c
DOZ
Limit 5 Doz. to Customer
EXTRA HEAVY
CANNON
STRIPE
TOWELS
Regular 79c Values
.e•
59c 2 F°r 1 NO0
 
LADIES
5 1 GUAGE
NYLON
HOSE
59c
2 Pr
$1.00
MEN'S
BLUE CHAMBRAY
WORK
SHIRTS
REGULAR $1.29
SPECIAL
$1.00
-7*
-
a
-
,
-
••=1.
0et
1
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PAGE FOUR
WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo BurkOn, Editor Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Mrs. Robert Baar
Presents Program
At Circle Meeting
The Alice Waters Circle of the
Woman's Society of Christie..Service of the First Mettiocie
Church held its regular meetint
at the social hall of the chi:esti
on Monday. June 17, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Robert Bear, chain:San of -
the circle, opened the meeting
and gave _the efevotian anti pr --
gram For her devotion she reaJ
Isaiah 41:10-13 and l"saline 27:14
"Resurgence of World Religion
and the Need For Deeperual
Our Faith" was the subject of
the program whicn was very
interestingly given by Mrs. Bear.
Mrs. Bobbie Grogan sang the
hymn, "0 Master of the Waking
World."
The, slate of officers for the
year was given as follows: Mrs.
Baer. chairman; Mrs. N. B Ellis.
vice-chairman; Mrs. W. T. Gun-
ning, secretary; airs. Lawton
Alexander. treasurer; . J_ -
Ber.nett Lewis. spiritual life; Mrs.
0. C. McLemore, Golden Link.
11 was announced that the
circle will have, charge of the
meals at the church iauring the
mohth of July. Mrs. Baer and
-Mrs. McLemore will plan :he
menus.
• During the social hour refresh-
ments were served hy the hos-
tesses. Mrs. Ben Grogaa and Mrs.
A. L. Rhodes.
• • • •
Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
June Bride-elect
A delightful courtesy extended
to Miss Wiltna Boyd who was
married to Mason Billington last
Friday was the personal shower
given by Mss Joan Goard and
Mrs. Olin More at their home
on North ..19ex.eerith Street re-
cently. 
• -
wore fnr the ric-
casion a lovely blue esummor
dress with a hostesses' gift car-
sage of gardenias. Mrs. Henry
Boyd. the honoree's mother, and
Mrs. Marvin her
mother-in-law to be were pre-
sented corsages of yellew daisies.
Refreshrnen -were served from
the beautifully &wanted table
overlaide with a lace cloth and
centered with a gorge his ar-
rangement of Summer flowers.
Punch and cake were served.
Fifteen persons were present
or sent gifts.
•••••••••-••
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Weddings Locals
Club-News Activities
-
THURSDAY — JUNE 20, 195.1• Miss Cherrie Gayle Parks Becomes Bride Of 
_Steve Pajchall At Sinking Spririg Church
4Boyfi-Billington If I "ows .4 re Read At at the home of the bride's par-
ents on the Mayfie,d Highw.ay.Rp Chtirrh Friday Evenin •
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Billington
The marriage of Miss Wilma ioned similar to apt of the13-d, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.! bride's except it was sleevelessHer.ry Beyd, to •Mason Billing- i and a headband and mits ofton. seen of Mreand Mrs. Marvin lahaecting fabric. She carried aBillingtnn. took place on Friday. I bouquet of blue tinted daieies.June 14. at the Memorial Bap-
tist Churca
Rev. Buren Richerson read the
unpresiftve ceremony at five
o'clock in the afternoon befoTe
an assembly of relatives and
friends. 'Rae church was beauti-
fully decorated with gladioli and
palm :eaves flanked by candles.
Mrs. Thrya Crawford. env-arise.
and Mts. Dan Cain: seleist, pre-
sented a pregram of nuptial
mask.. The soloist sang -On This
_Glad Day" and -Always." Mrs.
e.
-Because", -Wild Rose". and :he
traditional wedding marches for
the processdelial and the reces-
sional.
The bride, given in marriage
by her brother. William Boyd,
es ore a luvety ballerina length_
gown--ef white lace over satin
Scial Ca•ndar
Jueee 24
The American Legion Auxili-
ary will meet at seven-thirty
o'clock at the home .of Mrs.' DWI
Nanny on Farris Avenue.
• • . •
The bridesmaids wore dresseslike the maid of honor's exceptin light blue and carried bou-quets of pink dasies.
The bride's table was overlaid
with s.. lace cloth adorned with
clusters of magnolias and gar-
denias from the garden of Mr.
.,nd Mrs. M. N. LeNeave of
; ..7harlotte, Z.I. C. Serving the two-
tiered wedding cake was Mrs.
E. W. Brockman of Gaetonia,
N. C7
 and presiding at the punch
howl was Mrs. LeNeave. Mrs.
Olin Moore and Mrs. L. E. Flak
assistet •
--Following the reception t h e
couple left for their new home
near Newport News, Va., with
.he bride wearing a beige dress,
white alccessories, and the erchict
from her bouquet.
Out of town gusts included
Mr. and Mrs. M. N. LeNeave,
Charlotte, N. C.; Mrs. E. W.
Brockman, Gastonia, N. C.; Mr.
and Mrs. D. LeNeavee, grand-
parents of the bride, Miss Nellie
Lois Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. W.
D. Boyd and daughter, Henri-
s:ta, Cadiz; Rev, and Mrs. Goble
Sullivan, Fredonia; Mr. and Mrs.
Cletus Richerson, P aton; Mrs.
Buron Richerson and children,
_dodger and Brenda, LaCenter;
Joe Prince, Benton.
The flower girls were' MT:44Henrietta Boyd,- piece of . thebride-. and Mine Wanda Hiding-
ton, sister of the .briciegrom.
They wore yellow taffeta dres-
ses and carried baskets of white
and yellow daisies.
Richard Smith servei as best-
man for Mr. Billing:on. T h e
eerge Stt et akfrop
and Ronald Ray.
The bride's mother wore a
pink dacron dress with whine
accessories and toe bridegroom's
mother was attired in a • blue
shentung dress .vita white ac-
cessories. They ear h wore a cor-
sage Of white daisiee,
fashioned with a scocp neckline, Reception
eMiclong peinted slecees wr- h- satin lttely following,
recovered- buttons on the sleevesceerreny a recepuon wasThe, Voung,et'omen's Class of and down the back et the Aresthe First Baptist Church 
 will Her finger tip vet/ ofhave a family picnic at the City
Patk at ftx-thirty otlock.
• . • •
Tuesday, June 25
Murray Star chapter 'No. -433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its reviler meeting _ate ,the
Masonic Hall at seven - thirty
o'clock
was attached to a cro*n iin
ported seed peffls. She earrie
a white orchid placed or, a white
Bible.
Miss Ann Falwell Iva!, t h ;
honer and Ma, A..7-
..G4,arri arid- Mrs. Gene Ray-were
the bridesmaids, Miss Falwell
, r.'Mt dress
LAWAIIIT:GA1771.11...11111PPLIE 
•Garden Tools of all kinds, including Plows-Hoes
Rakes 7 Forks - and Small Hand Tools.
•"CUBOR DUST" '100'? with Rotonone for Mex-ican Bean Beetles and Other Garden Pests.,
•"ORTHO INSECTICIDES" including Rose Dust
with CAPTAN & LINDANE — ISOTOX Garden
Spray with Lindane, Malathion, and DDT - Dry
Fly Bait with Malathion, for Houseflies.
roi:KILI(.0"-R0 Bait - with Warfarin.
•LAWN HOSE, both Rubber and Plastic, and all
Hose Fittings, and Nozzeles.
•VERTAGREEN Plant Food - 5 lb.. 10 lb.. 25 lb.,50 lb., and 100-lb. bags.
We also have a good stock of Repair Part3 for
MeLormick Be Veering t ield Mowers, including
Guards, Plates Sections, Rivets and Etc.
For All Your Hardware Needs See Us
DOUGtASS HARDWARE.
C.
•4••••••••
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LI R R A
DRIVE-UNfheafte
Open 6:30 - Start Dusk
LAST TIMES TONITE
— MONROE
— GRABLE
— BACALL in
"HOW TO MARRY
A MILLIONAIRE"
In Color
BEM 
_ PLUS 
—
lizizzemEmTerrod
m-frws BLACKBOARD
Gii/1 JUNGLE
FORD•kini qiicS•301RS
LATE SHOW SAT.
"GIRLS OF
PLEASURE"
Adults Only
Admission 50c
• ENDS TONITE •
BURT LANCASTER
"The KENTUCKIAN"
Color
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEATURES
THE GREATEST WESTERN
ADVENTURE OF THEM AU -I
,N[ST FE .PF
PIO]11161
 —
--Joel McCREA
Brian DONLEVY. Sonny TUFTS
• A N D •
,11.011F, DE LUXE
Miss Cherrie Gayle Parks,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mar-
vin Parks, become the bride ofSteve Paschall, son of r. andMrs. Alton Paseh-all, orA1 :Satur-day, June art four, o'clock inhe afternoon at the SinkingSpring Baptist Church,
Rev. Billie G. Turner, uncle
of the bride, read the impressive
'bauble ring ceremony as t Ii e
couple stood in front of a white
wrought iron arch of greenery
with arrangements of whitegladioli, pink hydrangea, andgreen huckleberry on each sicie
of the arch. Baskets of bluelea-drangea and greenery were on
`each -side in the oaekground
with a bouquet of snapdragons
on the piano.
Piecedine the ceremany hMissJudy MeNeely sang 'I Lave You
Truly" and -Because" with MissShirley Stone .at the piano. .
The bride who was gieen in
marriage by her father, was eery
attractive in her gown of white
chrystalene with a snuulderlength veil attached to a head-band of orange blossoms. Herbridal bouquet was of white
carnations and net WA it sazin
streaMers tidd with love knots.
Miss Melva Ray, cousin of the
bride, was the maddt.of honor.She wore a princess -style dress
oi yellow polished cotton and
carriedca nosegay ofe‘hhite - car-,
nations and yellow Set withyellow satin streamers. Mrs.
Bobby Starks, bridesmaid, wore
a blue silk dress and carried
a nosegay of pink carnations,pink net, and streamers.
Jerry Camp served as bestman,for the bridegroom, Jerry Arm-
strong - and Tommy • McNeely
were the ushers.
The bride's mother - wore a pink
sheath, ernbroideriehecotten safl
.drewithelvehjani_a4Orscries '111114the bridegroom's mater wore a
navy sheer dress with white ac-
cessories. They each wore a cor-
sage of white carnations.
A reception was held immed-iaitely following the ceremony at
the home qf. the bride's parents.
The three tiered wedding cake
PER
Mr. and Mrs. John David
Thompson -and sons, David and
Mark, of Seminole, Texas, and
.Dr. and Mrs. James *ThatnpsonIlind children of Lexington will
arrive in Murray this weekendto spend two weeks with eir
mother, Mrs. Gela Thum
and other relatives. Dr. Thomp-
son is doing-. research work atthe experiment statnn at the
University of, Kentd y.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Nix of Tul-
sa, Okla., and Mr. and Mts. Ed-
win Wells of Fort Smith, Ark.
will arrive ,Saturday for a two
'weeks' visit With Mr. and Mrs.
ieWP.11.4 Nix and 'families.'
Jim Hart and the Lemon and
• • • •
Mr.. and Mrs. Jerry Van Car-
son.. 1510 Sycamore, are t h e
parent's of a darghter, Teresa
Lyrin, weighing 'seven pounds
flas ounces, born on Monday,
June '10, at the Murray Hospital.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale
returned this week from a two
weeks vacation in Barth and
Lakeland, •Florida._
was decorated with white and
pink flowers dna topped with a
miniature biede ar.d groom stat-
uette.- An arrangement of while
ellaciihli and greenery was plasa
ed. 'on the serving table. "Miir
Melva Ray presided at -the punch
bowl ane Mrs. Milton Pinks
served the cake. ()there assisting
were Mrs-. Swann Parks, Mrs.
Harry Ray, Mrs. August Wilson,
and Mrs. Leduc Turner.
Following the reception t h e
couple left for a F. hurt wedding
trip with the bride vsearini" a
sheer finds and the corsage iron.
her bri al bouquet. Mr. and Mrr
Paschall are both graduates of
the 1957 class a: Lynn Grove
High Scheol.e
..ou: Of town guests included
First Lt. and Mrs &warn Parks
and son. Greg, of Rantoul,
Miss Melva Ray, Mrs. Htirry
Ray, and Ronnie Baker, all if
Hiihland Park, Mich., Mrs. Mil-
tor*Tarks and daughter. Shirley
Miff,' of Calvert Ci4, and Mae
Billie Turner anti children. Stevie
and Brenda, of Mayfield.
The eouple is now at home in
Orchr Heights, Murray, where
Mr. aschall plans to enter col-
lege in September. -
WHITER
MAKES BETTER
SANDWICHES—BRINGS
OUT FLAVOR 9F OTHER FOODS......
IT'S MADE FROM FORMULA 'Y'
20-0Z.
LOAVES
 
-- MEN'S
BECAUSE
FRUIT OF THE LOOM
Handkerc'hiefs
IT'S KROGER
BREAD
2 FOR
 SI
icrifiRTREGIU61 
OR
BAGScoli 49c rin ciai GE BASE 2 '.63(DNZS
Ri x PAPER iaLT 21c BARBECUE SAUCE BOTTLE
rk&Beans LARGE KROGER16 OZ CANNEW KROGER INSTANT 1 KROGER LIGHT ANGEL FOOD
EACH DRY MILK MAKESQTS.
SUGAR SUPREME--PURE CANE 10 LB.
EVER BEST
ASSORTED JELLIES
SWEETER AND MOPE MELLOW
FOR ALL SNACKS
AND PICNICS
Cantaloupe 2
FANCY STRINGLESS I LARGE JUICY 176 SIZEGREEN BEANS 
2 
Lbs 29c I FLORIDA ORANGES
eal o_a
BAG
KROGER CUT VEAL
Sirloin Steak .
Veal Rib Chops . . .
Rib Veal Stew . . .
Skinless
 Wieners .
• • •
Lb
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
79c
69c
35c
45c
35c
49c
49c
95C
4 °Z.JAR10C
JUMBO
36 SIZE
FOR
TENDER AND
JUICY. GOV'T
GRADED TOP
QUALITY
CHUCK CUT
KROGER FANCY
Breaded Shrimp
Lame Bolngna .
YOUNG AND TENDER
Reef Liver
LB.
I 0-oz.
•
KROGER SUGAR CURED
Slab Bacon
SEE HIGHWAY PATROLSTARRING—BRODERICK CRAWFORD
KFVS-TV -- 9 P.M. THURSDAY
K wick Krisp
SLICED BACON
lb. 65c 1 Chooy ". IPOT A TO CHIPSTWIN PACK ...Pi 
Doz. 35c
pkg.
Lb.
Lb.
Lb.
55c
39c
45c
49c
SEALTEST
I ICE CREAM
GAL, 89C
Pabst low Calorie
BEVERAGES
6 CANS icn,
Thorobred
DOG FOOD2
 CAN:., 27c
r.
4
-,.....••••••••••••• •••••••• •••••••• •...kr••••
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THURSDAY — JUNE 20. 1957
MOST POWERFUL ALLIED FLEET EVER ASSEMBLED
Defense Secretary Wilson and Adm. JerauldWright. Atlantic Fleet commander, point out in-teresting features on the missile cruiser Can-berra. A missile can be 'seen on mount behindthem, and beyond, part of ship's radar. '
-
•
THE LEDGER & TIMES MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Capt. C. T. Mauro (left), Canberra skipper, teaswith Captain Preanalcov, Soviet naval attache hsWashington, aboard the Canberra. Presnakov,uninvited and isselcing credentials, got aboard bzflashing an antoasy calling cord.THESE ARE SCENES from the 18-nation, 111-ship naval review in Hampton Roada, off Norfolk, Va,most powerful aasembly'of allied ships in history. It was the first naval review In US. waters Inhalf a century, and the third ever 'held. The review commemorated 350th anniversary of the James-town colony. Only NATO nations and those whose people helped to settle the New World wereInvited to participate. (faternationol BonsidpRotos)
, Passing Of
Lawyer Was
Little Noted
By DOC CHJIGO•
• United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK — There was
little national note of the death
r,.r,,ntly in Manchester, N. H..
I.
•
•
of Louis E. Wyman at 78.
Fame is a peculair thing. Wy-
man &Audi...sought it; indeed, he
seemed bpi sehun it. Yet there
is little doubt in my mind, or
in the minds of many who were
privileged to watch him at work,
that he could have become a
nationally famous figure as a
criminal trial -attorney if he had
so claggeq•
He chose to remain in his
community and devote his talents
as a lawyer to his own state.
FOR THE BEST SALADS
SJPEAS-
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
FULLY AGED-MELLOW
"Quick, Henry, the
FLIT! 
lf
KILLS FLYING INSECTS FAST!
FLIT knocks flying insects out
of the air in seconds! It's a
fast kill, sure kill. So whenever
flying Pests come buzzing
around — get rid of them
with Irtrri Available in the
familiar red and white
can or handy aerosol
container. .. sold almost
everywhere. Don't •
delay, get FUT today.
PENOLA OIL COMPANY
•
a
With three boundaries. he was-
well known.'
Until his 72nd year, he neverhad taken a criminal case. The
one he took then was his only
one. It was enough to provehim for what he was. It wast h e internationally publicized
"mercy killing" case of Dr. Her-
man N. Sander, of Manchester.At the trial's end, it took thejury less than an hour to bringin an acquittal verdict.
Previously Unheard Of
The horde of newsmen andfeattiegovriters who invaded Man-
chester for that trial never hadheard of Wyman. Most of thorn
were accustomed to coveringtrials in which the attorney!.
were celebrated figures whose
courtroom personalitisrs madeheadlines.
They found the head of thedefense staff to be a dignified.
even *Suety, figure who bowed
and called ladies "madam." Whenhe addresed them. His conduct
"f the case wa.s gentle but firm
and sure.
Wyman had practiced law inNew Hampshire since 1902. Whenhe finally decided — in 1950 —to take a-criminal case, he didn'tfool around. He brought all thePartners in his firm 
— as I
remember there were at leastfour, and maybe five 
— Antc
court every day with him as
assistant trial attorneys.
He was a mad with a deep
and 1%netrating voice and he
used it eloquently. When he inadehis final plea to the jury, his
eyes, under his fine stuck of
white hair, were moist, and I
never presumed it to be otherthan genuine emotion for his
client.
Unforgettable TechniqueOne of his master strokes—
one I as a reporter always will
remember 
— was in parading,for most of one day, pattentS
of the defendant doctor as char-
acter witness for him. It was
telling testimony of the affection
felt for the doctor by, those to
whom he had helped with a
myriad of kindnesses outside his
role as a practioner of medicine.
In the coUrse of being a re-
porter, I have' seen many famed
trial attorneys but none semed
greater — few as great — as
Louis Wyman. That is only a
layman's opinion, of course, and
hete's another: There must be
many men in many professions
in many communities, big and
small, who can match the bril.-
liance of the "big names" but
who serve out their lives without
public notice.
FLAG-SHOWING MISSION
ANKARA, Turkey ltrl —Russia
has ordered two groups of war-
ships to sail through the Bosi-
phorus Straits this week in a
move interpreted as a flag-show-ing mission sparked by the..rt:ceni
visit of British arid Turkish
ships to Black Sea ports.
The Department of Agricultureis making a study to determinethe efefct of jet plane noises onthe' productionof eggs, milk and
alea6
MORRELL'S
BACON 69?b
11.101111.1.11101•01= 0•410.•11•111111.•••••••11.1116
sikeitsinetats
' .• t-tb. srmia beef exogooen PePPer
cablespiibii bog
shortehing
%cup foams, Pee
(Ia dry forms)
VA teaspoons onion
salt
Brown beef slowly in shottening lb 10-in. skillet.
Stir with- fork now and dri to break up as.
Spoon off any fat in skillet Stir in a tniertire of
liartant Pet, onion salt, peppey, catsup and beans.
Heat until steaming hot.. Spoon into buns. Serve
▪ to a serving.
 «mow ••••••.11
43/ alp Calrilip
l-lb. can red beans
(do not drain)
6 split sandwich Woo
YOUltiNEED•
GroundABeef‘
 . • . • 194
ac, catsup „)).1matite
 
 Canned Red ',Pans . 9c
MORRELL'S 5PTIw*4 Buns . . 20c
Weiners 43 c Instant Pet NONFAT4DIYMIX 37c
FRESH
FIELD CORN each
GRADE "A" LARGE
CAGE EGGS
 
doz.
TINLEY TEA
6-Flavor! For Value!
- 1/2
 78c
DILL PICKLES
Vienna
SAUSAGE
EATWELL
TUNA
Swifts Brookfield
Cheese Food
Quart
25c
PILLSBURY
BISCUITS can
 lec
LEMONS Do= 19c
LETTUCE Hcl. 19c
CELERY BUNCH 15c
RADISHES BUNCH 10c
Carrots BUNCH
 
1 5c
5c
39c
2 for
19C
2 cans
39c
2 lb..
69c
PET EVAPORATED
 
MILK 2F°R
 
29
ALUMINUM -
LAWN
 CHAIRS
WATER ROSE
$4.95
50 FT1
$1.29
PHILLIPh
ORANGE JUICE
4601s..
25C
DOLLY MADISON
PIE CHERRIES
K. .-1/
'1.5•11r
99c
KRAFTSAMERICAN CHEESE
BIG BROTHER
PORK & BEANS
HUNTS -
PEACHES
5 LB.
$1.95
No. 2 1/2
 Can
15c
NO. 21/2
 
CAN
29c
CAN. HEINZ
119c BABY FOOD 
GODCHAUX SUGAR
COFF lixWiLLIfisEs1.79
25 Lb.
Lynn. Grove Flour 1.59 
LIBBY'S
STUFFED OLIVES 3°z
 
3k,
KRAFTS
FRENCH DRESSING 194 
CINCH
CAKE MIXES
W hit e—Y ellow —Devil F
11.9c each
Mu wil4);
•
SOX
3 JARS
911cqc.
10 lb. 99c
W-27
HEINZ
Hamburger Relish
noz. 29c
Hot Dog Rash
lloz. 29c
\
fREELiv
,
• \ 1:1* Noe
JOHNSON 'S
GROCERY frtml hoort
-irvirsposrem
TWIN
Pet Dog Food
2 Cans
15c
•- •91
-00
'f19
. lar
.1%
 imamiwii•mw
•
44
,
•
tr.
Breeze
. .
DETERGENT
I. G. 11
PKG..2.)C
'r
GIANT
PKG. .2c
111
•
•
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TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER
There is an, indicated need 1 etude on the part of landowneis
for nearly three billion seedling towards forestry and a growing
trees in the Tennesfe Valley in appreciation of ,managed wood-
areas now suffering from Env-- lands as income producers.
'• ;ion, in Open land .not -now in •• -Expanding Markets for wood
trees but' which is adaptable , for and higher prices for forest
such 
,,ts4„.e.
. es and on badly burned- products have made tirsiper grows, mg May of '1956. Chickamauga
Sramid- 0 -PvbIle111- wfstilatalse. ting- more- sitraetive --to- ,merre -Dam hat the heaviest • crowds
The figure ' ' based on county- people. Today's more adequate with an estimated 223.306 visits:I
by-cotinty estimtet assembled by) supply of forest tree seedlings Kentucky Das was second with
• TVA foresters .in coo ration with aLso is a factor, State luret WINO: Norris Dan • was third of analysts, Miss Foster is an an-
local agricultural and '-for.estry nurseries hairs. Expanded and in- with 103.000. ' • 
' alyst of her own mail.
. ! workers. Area w hich tnies",,  be .creased their output. Planting Others: Guntersville Dam . 94,-, I "I've noticed many things about
planted Include 657,000 acres -ft.f,,, machines and consultant forester 100: Fontana Darn 86 000; Pick- people who are kind enough to
eroded land. 774.000 acres ofl-services are more readily avail-
open land not - nine in trees, and 'abl
1.271.000 acres of badly burned. the Sol
grazed or overcut woodlands. Stabilizati.
' Kenneth J. Seigworth. Chief Act are ad
..
of TVA's Forest Development are the literal
Branch said the estimate of 
1 plantable area is substantially
1 higher than the figure obtained
1 in a , similar survey eight -
I ago.
"Agricultural workers- tell us
I there is a rapidly changing at-
I - 
- 
i
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cent of. these. seedlfigs. Thei
other 55 per cent of the seedl-
ings planted were prodaced in
state nurseries. The' proportion
of seedlings produced by the
states is 'expected to increase
considerably in the next fese
years."
Film Shop
weer
The incentive paySients of
ank and-the Agriculturs
an d Conservation
inducements as
hundreds of
pulpwood sales being-made from
plantations started withiiithe past
20 years.
-"Current planting in the Vs
ley is at the rate of 38 million
trees a year. During 1957 TVA
furnished 17.3. million Lir- 45 per
An estimated 1.276,500 viSits
Were made to TVA dams and
steam plants in Maas., TVA 're-
ported •today. This was approx-
imately 375,000' more than dur-
wick Landing Darn 85.600: Fort
Loudoun Dam 71.300e Douglas
Dam 56,400; Boone Dam 46,500;
Cherokee Dam 4.3.030: Watts Bar
Dann 43.700; South Holston Dam
42.400: Wheeler Dam 41.000; Wil-
son Dam 36.400; Watauga Dam
By RON BURTON
United Press Se& Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD -(111--- Dianne
notes* is still wondering how`
ta fight came out between an
eight-year-old fan of hers and
Jenny, a little girl who lives
next door to the fan. 'she hopes
that the eight-year-old will write
again and let. ket know..
Miss Foster is interested in
eVerything Written in letters to
her. She not only reads her mail
but also studies it. In a land
write to me," she said. "I mean
that mail from Americans' let-
ters and those from England.
And, of course, the difference be-
comes more pronounced when
you take in South America and
33.000; Fort Patrick. Henry Dam
- Steam Plant 1,800; Johnsonville,
23.500; Hale4 Bar Dam 16.600; Steam Plant 1.200; Shawnee
Kingston Steam Plant 8.200; Hi-
Dam 4.000; John Sevier
Stearn,plant -2.900e Widows Creek
Seam' lnt 2.200,' Gallatin
Steam Plant 800, Colbert Steam
Plant 600.
Rainfall throughout the Ten-
nessee Valley in May averaged
BULLETS_ FLY AS FED5 GET DOEE_ OISLDOPE_RING ... 3.79 inches, , TVA said Soday.
• '- - '.- The-115-Year atie-iage for Ray
is 4.12 inches. East of Chat-
tanooga rainfall averagod 3.14
-i,nehes, somewhat below the long-
range average -of 4.09 inches.
West 'a( that city the fall aver-
aged 4.44 -,inches; the long-time
average is inches.
Highest recordings were at
Kentucky Dam with 8.27 inches;
Perryville, Tenn., 6.73 inches,
and Decatur, Ala., 6.55 inches.
Lowest were at Cherokee Dam
r 1.50 inches; Norris Dam 2.06
.0inches; and Douglas Dam 2.09
inches.
Runoff at Chattanooga averag-
ed 1.32 inches, compared with
f a long-range average of 2.01
, inches. For the first five months
'. of 'the year the runoff at Chat-
...4nooga was 18.01' inches, com-
pared with the long-range aver-
age of 15.04 inches.
Runoff at Kentucky Dam in
May was i 1.17 inches( or .19
inch under the long-range aver-
age. For the first five months
it was 16.26 inches. or 1.09 inches
, above the average for the same
l'period. o
CHICAGO POLICE examine Interior
agents traded a -pusher" there. Also
ringer Carlo (Bananas) Ubrinatti, 40
being questioned about the big
of
ring.
a tavern which got shot up and tear gassed
shot up were agents John Ripe, 28; Jack Lort,
(upper right). At lower r.ght is Joseph Bruno,
Be is suspected as kingpin. (International
after narcotics
31: and dope
45, who Is
Soundphotos)
Another award winner in self
-rising recipes!
MRS. CARL JOHNSTON of Nortonville, Kentucky says:
I i
0 • • so easy and sure
with Sunflower!"
'Tye beeti using this self
-rising recipe for Hamburger Corn
Pudding for several years,' writes Mrs. Con l Johnston of
Nortonville, Kentucky. ''It makes a fine one-d:sh meal
every time, and my family loves it.-
You, too, con have a baking success every time! The easy
way to do it right is to use Sunflower Self-Rising Corn
Meal Mix every time the recipe calls for corn meal. No
baking powder or salt to measure and mix in. They've al-
ready been added in just the right amount for r:•rect
lightness and old•time flavor.
Get Sunflower Self-Rising Cern kr and try this
award-winnips wipe!
'111-
Build your own set
of °flints, Rogers
Silverpiate! Save
'the free coupon on
each bog of Sun-
flower Self-Rung
Corn Meal Mix!
r
1.
HAPABuRG R,.,IG
CORN? -
rwg Cast sespr
oftio. tr. •
liwar 'I-
t. "I470
coo
1 lb greond 
beef
1 0.4, 
chopped onior4
1 "las 
sko•ten,g
1 tso Wort 
estirshize sax*
1 cup 
corn 
bread batter. 
made with 'A 
cup Sun-
flower Self
-Rising Corn 
Meal Mks, V2 
cup swilel 
milk,
1 
Mi
tsp. melted 
fot. x 
well.
Brown beet and 
onions in 
shortening, odd all 
other ingred-
ients except 
beons. Cook 1 5 
minutes, a s 
POUT
dd bean. 
into, 
n a
bolting dish ond 
top with the 
COTtl 
breod batter. 
Bake i
e oven 
until coro bread 
opping t is 
golden brown.
Mrs. Carl Johnston
Nortonville, Kentucky
2 op Evie powder
cop 00nned
cur' • ode*/ beClni
SUNFLOWER
SELF-RISING CORN MEAL MIX
mast -
.arrt...warIPLT11:11=1.11.11.111111•11111111111=111=116.
AIM • ar-, _
•
•
if.INSVILLE Mfillhtt /COMPANit
- - tiolikiniVilte7KenfiicNy
MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCERY COMPANY
-
•
.4.
_
the Orient.
"The letter from the little girl
was typical in two respects-for
one thing, it was like letters from
Americans in that it was warm,
friendly and chatty. And it was
typically from a youngster be-
cause it wanted a picture of me
RIGHT AWAY PLEASE and
then added the item about the
difficulty with Jenny."
English Are Objective
Miss Foster, whose appearances
in "Night Passage," "The Bro-
a
'
thers Rico" and "Monkey on My
Back"-' brought in sacks and
stacks of letters, said writing
techniques generally hold true.
American woman, for example,
have di sincere interest in her
work and offer suggestions at
times- good suggestions, Miss
Foster said. Some want to start
fan Clubs, and others ask about
beauty care.
"The English are wry objective
and keen," the actress said. "I'm
continually amazed at how much
• 
*TrfURDAY :TUNE 2 1957
of the film dialogue they quote.
Now South American men, as you
might imagine, are romantics and
usually profess great love for
me. I'm always the most ,beauti-
ful, the most seductive-anyway
the most to them.
. "By contrast Oriental' writers
are very gentle and restrained.
American seMeemen overseas,
I've found, are lonely and -often
tell me abou ttheir gifts and their
families. They also ask for a
personal, hand-written reply."
Miss Foster said she would con- mediately.
MEE COME SEE ...YOU'LL SAVE AT AO!
You Can Put You!' Mist In
Super Right Quality Meats
SMOKED
Picnics
SLICED BACON LB. 59c
CHICKEN LEGS LB.
 49c
HAMS Super Right SmokedShank Portion 
PICNICS Super RightSmoked
CHICKENS RPeandy
4 to 8
lb. avg.
Cut-Up )
lb. 4.1e'
lb. 53c
) lb. 394
Whole 39.
lb.
Fish and Seafood-
FRESH FROZEN FILLETS
CODFISH (
MILD
5 lb.
Box
JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
lb 250
CHEDDAR 49e
CHEESE lb.
SWISS CHEESE Domest c 65,lb.
Ryan Sweet Milk 41c
JANE PARKER ORANGE
CHIFFON
CAKE R5e5gc
CHERRY PIE
ca.
Jane Parker
Reg. 55t Value •a. 45°
Chnrcool Seal 31/2 :a'alc 101'3'135c
RED RIPE
WATERMELONS
Avg. 99c
ORANGES
LEMONS
Green Beans
PINEAPPLE
California
113 Size doz. 49°
California
216 Size doz. 39C
Fresh
Tender 2
Mexican
7-9 S6ze
lbs. 29°
39'
FROZEN FOODS
TREESWEET CONCENTRATE
LEMONADE
POTATOES
Pink
Or
Reg.
A& P French
Fred
6-ox.
Can
2
Broccoli Spears A&P 2
STRAWBERRIES "P 6
Pineapple Juice A" OurQualityFinest
CHERRIES
PIE CRUST
FRUIT DRINK
Dill Pickles
Mayonnaise
Fruit Cocktail
p.
BALLARD'S OVEN-READY
Biscuits
OVEN-READY
2 ctn. 27c
Red
Sour
Pitted
7 M i nuts
Mix
Del monte
Pineapple-
Grapefruit
Paramount
2 16 oz.
Cans
c-os.
Deal Pack
46-oz.
Can
t
Kosher Style Jar
10c Off
Deal
Sultana3
at.
Jar
39°
104
25°
39°
494
$ 1 0029 Oz.
Cans
KRAFT'S
Macaroni Dinner
7-0x.
Pkg. C
9-oz-
Pkgs.
Pkgs.
10-oz. $100
10c
Pkgs.
46-oz. 2
Con
A&P
Pear Halves Bartlett 3
APPLE SAUCE
SALMON
A&P
Perfect Strike
Chunk
9'
29-oz,
Cans
16-oz.
Can
1 lb.
Can
$1"
1,5°
55'
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. JUNE 22
AMIIICA1 POUNIOST 1000 MANE* SINCE 111195
THE MAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA 01.1PANC
Zcst Soap
2 REG. leBARS L. C
2 BATHBARS 43c
Cchnet
CLEiNSER
2 1c4. 's 31c
2 1:.`"N's 43c
KRAFT'S PARKAY KRAFT'S
-,
KRAFT MINIATURE CHURN GOLD I
Oleomargarine Mayonnaise Marshmallows Margarine I '
1-Lb. 32cCtn. JP AI NR T 47c TA.)FI ART 79 C 1012-oz. 25cpkg. 1c-:-„B. 32c
THANK YOU BRAND
Pielilling
Cherry  Pkg; 35c
Raspberry .. Pkg. 39c
Sfrawb,:rry Pkg, 45c
Tide
I.
GI 'sfsIT7r
PKG.
Ajax
t t ANSE. ft-
2 14-0r. 2v,,„,-Cans fill.
-
I.•••••
I
.
tinue to open, read and study her
own mail regardless of how much
comes in.
"After all," she said, "I would-,
ret want to miss a letter that
might come in from the eight- IP
year-old telling me about Jenny.
I might even get One 'from Jen-
ny herself."
The brush turkey 'or mould
builder of Australia has a com-
plete coat of feathers wen hatch- -
ed and is able to fly almost im-,
•
•
5.
f •
•
•
a •
•
•\
•
•
157
her
itich
ulde
that
ght- IP
nny.
len-
ould
•om-
,tch-
im-
•
Si
•
5.
•
•
•
•
•
. •
•••
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4 .:. per word for ono clay, minimum of 17 wbrils for 50o - Sc per word for three days. Cla
NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. July 13C
JelNE JOHN*ON has been 'added
tT the staff of the College Heftily'
Salon. Call her at 648 kir ap-
pointments. June 24C
I WILL NOT be respoosible for
any debts Incurred by any per-
son Wiser tn rdyselt. David A.
1' June 20C
LEARN TO DRIVE your car,
ten easy lessons. Dual control
car furnished. For further in-
Goink Out Of Business
Auction Sale
Tuesday, June 25th
At
L. E. DICK MOTOR CO.
All remaining shop equipmemt,
including Lubrication Cabinet
%filth overhead swivel, Bean
anFront End Machine, Bean
7IVisubalancer, Porter Power
Set, National Ventilation Sys-
tem, 1 lot of Special Tools
and many other items.
$2000 avortfl of miscellaneous
Parts, to sell in small lots.
National Electric Cash Regis-
ter, Large Safe, Chairs,- Small
Electric' Signs, SerSice Arrow.
Film Projector °dr Screen, 2
Small Radios, 12 Flourescent
Light Fixtures, Desk Lamp,
Write-up Desk and other item:
_too numerous to mention.
Auctioneer — Joe Beadles
L E. DICK MOTOR CO.
415 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
formation call 1292 or 20‘86-R,
after 5 p.m. June 22C
SEWING Machine service and
repair. Leon Hall, Lynn GrJve
Hwy. Phone 93%1-XJ. June 26P
FOR SALE
'FOR TOBACCO insurance,
see Claude Miller. Phone 756 and
1050.*Office over Dale & Stub-
blefield. TF
NINE ROOM HOWE. 2 baths.
Across street from Wells Hall.
Has nice income. Owners leaving
town. Price $10,500. Call 868-W.
June 20C
2 POINTER PUPS, 1 male, I
female, 2 mce, white and lemon,
thorough bred, from fine strain.
Call Greene Wilson, phone 1281
June 20 nc
1949 INTERNATIONAL pickup
truck, 1948 Dodge pickup teuek.
See at Hendons Service Statiod,
or call 82 . Junist2ld
GAS RANGE at a bargain. Call
Hy 2-3602. June 21C
Office & Home Necessities
Address books. Scratch Pads.
"SE. & D.E. Ledgers
Post Binders, Time books
'Common Sense"expense books
Pens, Pencils, inks, carbons
Stationery, Tags, sale books
Folders. Indexes, guest checks,
Staplers & Staples
Scotch Tape
Aluminum sheet holders, etc.
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.
11...edger & Times
Call 55
FOR RENT
DOWN STAIRS two room part-
meat near Five Points. Private,
Furnished. Marired couple, no
children. Celt 1625. June 20C
ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom house
at Five Points. All modern con-
veniences. Cood -garden.• Can be
seen Saturday or call Paducah
3-7795. June 31P
3 ROOM FUrnished apartment.
Hot water and heat furnished.
Close in. Apply 505 Maple.
June 21P
UNFURNISHED apartment on
West Main St. Wired for electric
stove. Heat, light, water airei
garage furnished. Phone 512-J.
June 21NC
3 ROOM Apartment with hot
water, bath, kitchenette. Pr.vate
entrance. 306 North 6th. Phone
17. ' June 21P
SERVICE STATION and house
on West -Main Street ,formerly
occupied by S. L. Keyeyhone 17.
June 21P
.1---NTTNTED
A GOOD USED half-bed. Phone
336-J. June 20C
Wanted to Swap I
ALMOST NEW Mercury Out-
board motor for top notch record
player. It's got to be good be-
cause the motor 'is practically
new and is a Mark VI. Call 1103.
June 20nc
[12C 
by the prizewinning western novelist
WAYNE D. OVERHOLSER
e Wayse D Overholser 1°56. From the nov.I published by
Tie Mattawan Co. Distributed by Etas Festlare• diadinstai
I'V'AT IS RAT4ETfi"Zil
Ecaite haa been the ran' ii 
Will Ilteson tellizie Wiry. His
Earer Valley As Ciotorallee%er since Joe and Sarah Par lee tookkin, in, • home'eas, hungry kid. sevenbp yenrs ack. %/ill. having the deepest441;e,tion for the Pardees. iras dis-tressed by the hitterneas between Joeand his si.fe. Sarah. who has lived in
• wheel chair /Uwe an sosident.Ore rnorbing Will rode with J
ar.1 C.Amaa._
of Joe • eustiands. to meet Al Ream.
4...0 had challenged Pardvig dons,.Mallon cf E Vaster alley. en Joecornered Beam. he was the timer inUle duel. Dillingham killed Beam in
a ra,..e of grief. Dien; of his wounds.Jo told Ettiesois: -Take care of KathySlorgan.- referring tn • young wom-
an -who hail is,tra-ted JOC.fl interest.Sarah. taking charge of the ranch.
names tes n as foreman. This makesan e:vemy for Will, far Gene Bitting.In has counted on getting the Job.i te's r.ixt cop is t name Bees in
Cs" 4::"k owner of the Dog P. to makelam etigibie to be a me•nber and &s-
e it i.vrity in the Easter Valley
eittleirien's saa4clation. Will wanlyto mahitain Joe Pardee, 
-inm-nstedAiry of k, -pine the valley free ofits:J.:made:1s but Sarah opporra vio-lent'. 'to 1,,.roisct grass we don'town." Will knows that a ahowdown
with Intruilcia in the %alley is in-
11/11(n John Slathers
_Al Rotel* 11.01Tp to MIN P to In-
uire about lAnd in the valley, her
•;, is in.,* t nciner'• hostility to thviii
CHAPTER 9
.111QECAUSE I had business with
1-, Alcc Dodson, I left the Box P
before sunup. There were about
three inches of snow on the
ground, and the wind that howled
across the valley was cold and
penetrating. Maybe Mothers and
Romig would decide the climate
was too severe for- them. in a
steer's eye, I thcught- probably.
Sarah had told them Easter Val-
Icy was just over the ridge from
Paradise.
Mothers' presence in the valley
bothered Inc more than it should
haw% and I wasn't sure why.
There was somethiprabout the
man I couldn't quite put my
tinge,. on.
. -Sarah would probably welcome
'him if he settled in the valley,
but what would she do if he be-
g:.n to threaten Box P range?
Perhaps things would come to the
point where I'd have to defy her.
Then all of a sudden it came
to me. Back of. everything WWI
the memory of Joe Pardee, He'd
have killed anyone who tried to
settle between Anchor and Carl-
ton. If I didn't take the same
stand, the ghost of Joe Pardee
would haunt me for the rest of
my life.
No, I didn't believe in ghosts,
but that Wan what it amounted
to. I was alweys conscious that
everything I did as foreman of
the Box P. every decision I made,
would have been weighed in Joe
Pardee's mind
By the time I reached Ancher.
1 was in -a turmoil. When I
walked into Dodson's living room
and stood In front of his fire-
place to-eftwarm. I knew I hail
i to have this out with him, to nitre
I
out how much I could expect
from the association.
I'd come to buy a bull. As seem
as we finished the dicker. I wilted,
"Have you met this man Math-
erg?" .
Dodson nodded. "He spent a'
night here; him and another gent L
named Al flormg." Ile lighted
his pipe, grinning at me as if he
were enjoying a sc•i-ret jolte; then
he raid: 'lie wanted to know
-.what the land was like along the
creek betwren Carlton and the
.P.,_.Fine for farreirg I WM
him."
"It isn't funny, Alec," I said.
"They were at our place last
night, and Mothers was asking
about the land between Anchor
arid Carlton."
My words wiped the grin off
his face. He said, "You're bulling
me, Will."
"No. I'm not, What's he after,
Alec?"
Dodson was staring at me as if
he didn't hear what I'd just asked.
"My hay meadows are on the
creek between here and Carlton.
And my winter range. He'd ruin
me if he settled there. You know
tvhat Joe always said: 'If one of
'era stays, more will come.'" He
began walking around the room.
then wheeled to face me. "But
maybe he decided he liked your
aide of the valley better. Maybe
he'll go south of town and not
touch either one of us. Or he
might buy a ranch."
"What's the a-ssociation going
to do?" I demanded.
He wiped • hand across his
forehead. "Let's face the ,truth,
NVill. VVhen Joe was alive, we
were more afraid of him than
the sodbusters were. It Mel like
that now. I won't fight for the
Box P and you won't fight for
Anchor.% . 
-
I put 'on my sheepskin and
,walked out of the room without a
word. I mounted and headed
down the creek toward Carlton.
Dodson had said exactly what I'd
expected him to. Still, I was
surprised and shaken when I ac-
tually heard I , Everything that
Joe had built in the valley had
fallen in ruins the instant he died.
Mitch- of his strength hail been
doe to the fact that he spoke for
the valley. Dodson wouldn't
speak at all.
Suppose I spoke up now? I
was Sarah's partner. I could be-
long to the association. I could
demand a meeting. I could lay it
on the line. if Dodson wouldn't
take thit lead, we needed a new
president.
Then I realized that wasn't the
way. I was too young, too inex-
perienced. Joe Pardee could Co it,
but not Will Beeson.
Well, I could start with Math-
era and Romig. I could tell them
that if they ever retunted -to the
valley, I'd kill them.
I Was in front of Kathy Mor-
gan's house when she stepped out-
side and called to me: "Put your
horse In the shed, Will. Come in
and eat. You're not going home
yet."
I put the gelding in the shed
and w,.nt into the house. The
kitchen wan warm and filled with
the smell of frying ham and cof-
fee. Kalil; motioned for me to
_ .
sit at the little kiteien table.
"Yin.' came by at . the r.Att
time," she said. "I was hoping
you would, Isaw ou ride past
early this morning"
I took a chair, probably the
same chair in Joe had sat
many times. During the lent six
months of trait made a
habit of eating with Kathy every
Saturday night.
Finally she sat down and
handed a platter of fried ham to
me. She asked, "You know these
two pilgrims who are in the val-
ley?"
"Mathers and Romig?"
She nodded. "Mothers is the
head of a colony of settlers. Next
spring he's bringing fifty fami-
lies to live in the valley."
That was the way she let me
have it. Both barrels'
"How do you know?" I asked.
"Go on and eat," she said irri-
tably. "I'll tell you while you're
eating."
So I ate, forcing the food down
while she talked. Mathers and
Romig had ridden past Kathy's
house toward town not long after
I'd gone by on my way to An-
chor. Mather, had been around
town for several days, staying at
the hotel when he wasn't visiting
at one of the ranches. Because
Kathy had heard enough about
him to be curious, she had walked
to the store. Mathers was bilking
to Art Delaney, and although she
hadn't caught all of it she had
heard enough to be sure she had
it straight.
"Fifty families, Will," she said.
"Joe never had more than six or
seven to buck at a time."
"He'd have figured out a way
to stop them," I said. "Trouble
is, it's different now in more ways
than one," and I told her about
Dodson. "I knew all the time
there wasn't any use, but I had
to ask him."
"Sure, I knew too," she said.
"What you do you'll have to do
by yourself." - 1-
I drank the rest of my coffee
and got up. I said, "I didn't see
Mathers' rig when I came through
town."
"He's finished," she said, "Sat-
isfied himself that this is the
place, so he left. You'll probably
find him somewhere between
Carlton and Alton's Trading
Post,"
Sheritnew what I'd do. She'd
been one jump ahead of me right
down the line. I said, "What's
It to you?"
"Joe Pardee," she answered. "I
can tell you to forget him, but
I can't do it myself. That's why
I've got to do everything I can
to help you keep this hunch out.
And there's another thing I
haven't told you: Merle Turner is
one of Mathers' colonists.l'
I had walked to the door. Now
I turncil-and looked at Kathy.
attinamy what she had just
sald..Menle Turner Wan the last
man I -wanted to see' in Easter
Valley. .
,To Be Continua)
'
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by Ernie Bushmiller
by Raeburn Van Buren
AND BEFORE THAT
ADORABLE HUNK OF
MAN KNOWS WHAT'S
HIT HIM - HE'LL BE
MY (SIGH)
HUSBAND!!
SHE JEST DIDN'T
MINIMS-TAW CAIN'T
USE THIS 'WEAPON'
ON NO MERE
MAN- KII,LI.K,11
WILD
BOAR!!
by Al Capp
THIS GOTTA BE
USED RD LICK
1-141 MONSTER
WHAT UO<ED TM'
U.S. ARMY!!
"111111111.1.....
e,
r-
skeeter shown above. Brown, the city's civil defense director, In)
shown with his family surrounded by equipment that includes five
gas musks, a gas lantern. sleeping facilities for all, a seven-day
supply of food sad water, double steel doors, and an air filter system,
1 to keep out radioactive particles. Fallout from the St. Lewis area is
Judged the main CD menace in the town, weathers uhoweeti ~04
NANCY
' 
NANCY NEVER
HELPS WITH
THE HOUSE-
WORK ANY MORE
OPP//•
ABBIE an' SLATS
1
YOU'VE GOT TO CONVINCE
CHARUE DOBBS THAT THE
ONLY WAY TO GET HIS
SILLY FISHING BOAT 15
TO TAKE PART IN A
MOCK MARRA
CEREMONY WITH
ME -FOR PUBLIC TV
-LPURPOSES!
I Land. Transfers
LAND TRANSFERS
L. A. L. Langston to Mrs.
Clover Boyd, lot.
D. S. and Mabel LiSeke LC).
Owen, L. and Jauniti
tot.
J. V and Iva Darnell to Hy-
land K. and Norma Dean Dar-
nell, lot.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1—Only, old
woman
4—Kind of lily
it—insane
1$-Mature
la-Bay window
14-F5ruit drink
11S
-Tune 
-
17-bart •
11—Cravita
30—Among-
21—Ituelcats
23—Smudge
26—Cloth measure
(Pl.)
27—Fiuttidlous
person
itts-Preposition
211—Devoured
30--A ustrallan
marsupial31-Enoek
32-Symbol for
cerium
34—Remedy
35— Weasel-LAO
37—"SCullatiusrod
33 .11.10erwv a
33--Coats
39-Foreman
40--lilore unusual
42-Pertaining Co
45-33s mistaken
46--tPuff up
48-9 NPegrriodit°Of time
SO—A; rows
51—Eurnisse
demon
oowN
12-- PT oi rre sgsoesne by
3—Christlan
4—Fruit of ono(131
Anower to Yesterday's Puzzle
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1-Parts *trete
I-Falsehood
1-Trench article6—City in
California
11Freach
"Tuesday'
10--Fuss
31—Condensed
moisture
16-Is 111
l&—Hoarfrost
30-Process of
bird's wing
corresponding
to thumb
:I-Tranquility
32—Change
at-U n rely
children
24--Begin
25—Fond desires
37—Sit. for •".
portrait
30—Afflnity
It—European
33—Climbing plant
34—Edible flab
36—Gay
37
-Uninterestingpersons
36—Stump
40—Crimson
41—Macaw
42—Sailor (colloq.)
43 — only AS
written
44— Headgear
47-Notit of scale
FAMILY "LIFE INSURANCE" Is kept the beesenent in the War-1
Zen Brown household in West Frankfort, 111., in the form of the home i
YounF Man
Moans Over
"Midi& Age"
By 'DOC QUIGG
United Press Staff Cerrespondent
NEW YORK dr - The towers
of Manhattan looked tired and
almost limp in a fog that curled
and clung, and a young fellow
in our office lamented wearily.,
that time was gaining on him. e,
"This is the-. spring,- of (hi.'
year," he said, eui, it as
autumn of my life.", •
We .assisted Jinn to :a ;
and gm him a arink of vat
and told him toi stop fiddling
with .his pollia-dot .bow Be anu
go-ahead and talk out his troub-
Lea. • „
"there Cornea a time, when'
you pass 30, that you realize
you are in the throes of middle
age, add what is the use ol
going on?" he saia.
Middle age? What's that, old
boy?
"It's when young people be-
gin addressing you -as 'Mister.'
that's what it is...When you
have to wear our glasses every
day.. .When you realize you've
host your resnence in the morn-
resilience? How?
"I always did- 30 pushups
before breakfast," he explained.
'Now I don't even feel, most
mornings, line doing more than
10.
Competes With Old Ladies
And when I get on the sub-
way, I race ola ladies tor the
privilege of piopping tint) the
nearest seat."
He put the paper cup to his
lips, drank detpiy of the water,
and then became eloquent.
"Middle age is when you get
mostalgic about songs. 11 1 get
the least bit reminiscent about
Benny Gootiman and Glenn Mill-
er, I'm Middle aged - I can
tell by the way the kids look
at me when I talk.
"Middle age is when all the
things you bought with a lifetime
guarantee starts wearing out.
My wristwatch is wearing out.
My refrigerator is going.
"Middle age is when you go
out on a picnic ana the gang
starts a ball game and you
say, 'I'll coach.' It's when you
want to starch in your collar
-you start dressing for com-
fort.
No Interest in Girls
"It's when your wife says
'Put on your galoshes' - and
you do it. It's when you're
Standing on the corner and don't
watch the girls, go by. When
you have to have eight hours
-01 sleep esery night. When you
need that extra cup of coffee
in the morning but can't take
an extra. cuts after dinner be-
eause.'.." •
Sitio it: You're killing me.
."Middle fl. conbaudel
fitiSe*rit tilg#YOur,' heaps irfter if few
!fere meals. It's 'when You're
too old for Elfris Presley and
too young for tired blood. It's
that glum, grey time of life
when you're too old for rock
roll and too young fes rockih'
chair."
Neatly put - but' what set
you, off on this agonizing ap-
praisal? "Just this," he groaned
".4abst !Ash% ..at--the neneknotelood
ryoisi:ep men's society I eot the
vial- award-man wleyee hair-
e Mimi:et likely to recede."
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PAGE SEVEN
EVEN FLEAS SUCCUMB
LONG BEACH, Calif.. all -
The owner af,*1 amusement park
show was coNibing his dog for
new talent • today. His 2(' star
!Pei:formers ecoilapsed and died
esdary.sl.helt prpetratwn wh41e
Fteanjing a., • -relax', and
competing in a "eahriot race in
100-degree weather. The victims
weir membersLof a flet circus.
HELP WANTED
WASHINGTON II P - Manager
Harry (Cookie) Lavagetto, whose
last-place Washington- Senators
have been a second-division team
for about a decade, was schedul-
ed to speak .today on "How You
Can Kelp • The Senators." His
audience: The National Capital
OPtimist Club". ,
TEEINLINE
AIR CONDITIONER
1 H. P,
ONLY 16 INCHES THIN
$199.95
G. E. Thinline Styling For Modern
Comfortable Living
TERMS AS LOW AS $2.00 Per Week
After a Small Down Payment
=MILEY'S
AUNT FkITZ1 ---
MAY I USE
THE
BROOM
WHAT GOOO'LL
THAT DO ?
L1L' ABNER
SEE?-'TWARN'T sNUFF OF A
EEMERGENCY T'USE TH'
'SECRET Migt,PON7 AH WARN'T
DAVIAG ED AT ALL
If.
•
•
•
•
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PAGE EIGHT
Perkins Is
New Bobby
Sox Idol
By ALINE MOSSY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD ift — New bob-
by-soirees' idol Anthony Perkins
has latched onto Hollywood's
new fad — "Sunday singers."
actors who are "vocalizing" on
records and TV.
Perkins main- job- -these
is, making love to that senior-
size glamour queen. Italy's Sphna
Loren. in -Desire Under The
Elms" But between scenes on
the Paramount set Tony is busy
composing title for Mk forth-
coming record album.
"How about 'Songs To Pull
Taffy By' 'he refleeked as he
relaxed under the set's elm tree
today
Such a scene is usual around
Movietov..n Since Tab Hunter
found starling success by rec-
ording "Young Love," actors who
never had warmed up their.pipes
before are angling for record
contracts.
Roberts Mitchum Another
Despite a voice described by
one eriUic as, sateraildng- like a
sick foghorn. Robert Stitchum
is a new recording star. Natalie
Wood has signed to sing on
records: Jerry Lewis' Al Jolson- something else in the midle nf
type recordings are best sellers. the day just to tide himself over
Jeff Chandler .and Lizabeth Scott the crisis."
are other "Sunday sinkers." "For the person who is not
Perkins first recorded a song mentally ill." Felix said. -I se,
from a TV show that pushed no reason for tranquilizers. I 01,.
him to movie stardom. "Joey." nen think i;'s good.-
- Noting that about 30 per cent
of all prescriptions written now ,
contain some tranquilizers, he
suggested that some physicians
may not be aware that "too
much of this taking-the-edge-U
life isn't too good."
Tranquilizers
Take "Edge Off
Of Life" Expert
As he recalls -I was very nervo-,--
and it came out badly and it
sold badly, too" .
"However." he continued, "I
recorded another song, 'Friendly
Persuasion' from the movie that
won !-irri an Oscar nomination.
I was a little nervous and not
with it and it went very badly
r-nd sold badly.
"The record.comnany suggest-
ed rock n' roll so I did that but
I was very nervous. etc.." sighed
Tony who, his friends say, is
often a nervous young man.
"But a couple of weeks ago
I sang on the Ed Sullivan Show
and it went better so now I'm
doing an album of six numbert.
At the first recording there
was such a horrible mixture of
obstacles that I did the song
very - well and was not nervous
at all and I hope the . next live
songs go as well."
The young actor has a bari-
tone voice that he thinks is "a
combination of early Mel Tonne
and (trumpet player) Chet Bak-
er." whateoer that means
Lanky. Gary Cooper-ish Perk-
ins sese nothing amiss with actors
invading the singing field, even
though they can't really sing
After all, he says. such singers
as Frank Sinatra and Dorothy
Dandridge have developed into
fine actors.
"I think it's good — I like to
hear actors sing. and I think
the public is fascinated by the
idea, he said
In fact. I like singing better
than acting It's easier I'd love
to be in a musical.
LIVESTOCK REPORT
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK-
YARDS — Livestock:
Hogs 9.000 Opening slow. 'later
active and uneven. Barrows and
gilts 180 lbs up steady to 25
cents higher than Tuesday's av-
erage: lighter weights steady to
2.5 cents or more lower, sows
steady to 25 cents lower: bulk
U S 1 to 1 180 to 240 lb bar-
rows and gilts mixed 'weight
and grade 19 50 to 20_50, sows
U. S. 1 to 3 375 lbs down 16.50
to 17.25, heavier sows 14.50 to
14.75.
Cattle 2.500. Calves 600 Prices
generally steady: few high good
heifers and mixed yearlings 20
to 21, few good and choice in
mixed lots 21.50 to 21.75, choice
heifers 22.35: cows moderately
active utility and commercial
WASHINGTON -- A gov-
ernment medical, expert said 'to-
day the business executive who
uses tranquilizer pill; to tide
him over a crisis probibly is
.he type 'who otherwise would
turn to a couple of mid-dav
drinks.
Dr. Robert H. Felix, director '
of the National Institutes of
Mental Health, made the state-
ment in cautioning physicians
against prescribing tranquilizer
pills for persons who" are not
mentally ill.
In a copyrighted interview wiql
U. S. News di World Report. a
weekly news magazine, Felix.
criticized the widespread use
the new drugs for the rel:ef
of ordinary tensions and.azutiet-
"Anxietw within normal limIts
is an essential part of normal
personality development." he said.
Although the tranquilizers are
not habit-forming, he said. psi'-
sorts who -take' them regularly
during periods of emotional stress
may become phschologically de-
pendent.
For examnie. he said, a busi-
ness executive who began 11)
taking one pill a day probably
would be taking two pills with-
in six months. He suggested
that such an executive, if he
didn't have tranquiliers. "would
take a couple of drinks or
Mosquitoes Under
Control Near Here
5IADISONVILLE 1:14 — Aerial •
spraying has aparently brought
a plague of mosquitoes in Hop-
kins County under control. mos-
quito control oficials reported.
M J Vinson. assistant com-
missioner of the state Depart-
ment of Agriculture. said. -The
mosquito- situation in Hopkins 1
County apparently is under con-
trol now,"
James Goodrich. pilot of the
plane used in spraying operations .
against mosquito breeding areas.'
said he had teceived no comp- ,
laints in several days from farm-
ers a6out the pesky insects. -
Last week. Goodrich at,.
sprayed mosquito infested area'
in Fulton. Graves -and WebstPr
counties. Muhlenberg 9ount y
areas may be sprayed this week
if welither conditions remain
good.
Vinson said that a 56.700 gray'
from Gov": A' IP. Chandler WO1C
be sufficient to carry out tt.,
1 mosquito control work in we-'
Kentucky until he $69.000 an-
nual appripriation authorized by
the General Assembly becomes
available. July 1.
Vinson said Richard Towery.
'Calloway County has been added
to the mosquito control force
.o assist Director Gene Woods I
and Goodrich.
13.50 t, 16: bulls unchanged:
utility arid commercial 15 ' to
17, vealers $I lower. slaujihter
I calves uneven weakness, choice
vealers 20 to 22, high choice
and prime 23
Sheep 1,500 No early sales.
WALLET RETRIEVED
MUSKEGON. Mich. — Ilft —
After reporting loss of his wallet
containing $438 to sheriff's depu-
ties, Charles Hutchins decided
to search the dog house. occupied I
by the family's pup, Penny. The
slightly chewed wallet—and mon- t
ey—were there. He bought Pen-
fly
-1
, Ia steak
NATIONeL System, or 10AWAS, of the Federal Civil
Defense Administration is activated at the control center in the Con-
tinental Air Defense Command headquarters at Colorado Springs aa
Gen S arie E Partridge isbovel, CONTAD commander, u•es the new
211,000-mile net for the first time on May 1. From this control enter,
er one of two similar centers on the East and West C'oasts, informa-
tion on an impending attack can be voiced directly to 200 t,arning
roasts throughout the nation. Prom these points, local warning nets
woad take over. By a simple 'uptick's, pr lists civil defense
derseters eau, aloe we dee net Meshy to illOttINCIOITrotar
vtflts 111111 10 gross Ilse SOL fly. o. Au Force Pboic,
•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
OUR OWN MAKE
SAUSAGE lb.
PURE PORK
Smoked - Short Shank
Picnic Ham 331
4 to 8 lb. No Charge for Slicing
U. S. GOVT. Grade "A"
Round Steak 79fb
•
c111
254
WE GRIND And SEASON
SKINLESS
FRANKS 98c
3 lb. Cello Bag
FRESH
Chicken igeast 79b
Govt. Inspected
BRISKET STEIVE 19
LEAN d MEATY GO 
GradeAEF
MOFIRELL'S ‘Pride Snack
SARDINES 10c11LUNCH MEAT
FLAT CA!S IN OIL
BLUE RIDGE COFFEE
DELMONTE
KR AFTS
Velyetta Cheese
2 ib. Box 89c
a
Large 46 Oz.
ORANGE JUICE 25c
Jiffy Cake Mix 27 
Oz. Box
29(
BIG BROTHER
15 Or 
39c
REG.
Or
Drip
Lge. 21 2 Can
PORK & BEANS 15c
BIG BROTHER All Green
LIMA BEANS
BIG BROTHER
160z
Lge. 2' Can
Cut Green Beans 19c
•
ri
THURSDAY — JUNE 20, 1967
EARLY JUNE COOKING •
APPLES
2 lbs. 25c
FRESH TENDER
HOME GROWN
GREEN BEANS
lb. 10c 
4
DELMONTE
PRUNE JUICE
WYLER'S
t
Quart 35c
Makes I Qt.
LEMONADE MIX 10c
lib Can
69c
VELVET
LOW CALORIE
FROZEN
DESSERT
GAL.
69c
FRESH CORN
White Field - Large Ears
each Sc
MINUTE s
PRESERVES
BAG
FRAWBERRY
WELL DIXIANA
Frozen Baby Sioux Bee Honey 8 Oz 19c
FROSTING
31c
2
29c
Oz.
LIMA
19c
BEANS MONARCH
PURPLE
DIET
PLUMS 15 Oz. 25c
Lays
POTATO CHIPS
twin bags 59c
Nabisco
RITZ CRACKERS
lb. 35c
ATEX
23c
HEINZ
BABY FOOD
3 for
29c
WALDORF
TISSUE
4 rolls 29c
•
,
M &
CANDY
6 pkg.
25c
LARGE
BREEZE
31c
ALCO
WRAP
29c
LARGE
Silver Dust
31c
KASCO
DOG FOOD
5 lb. Bag
69c  ,
Liquid Lux
39c
PARKE
• LOTS OF PARKING SPACE • Friendly Ci•urteous Service
I
i
•
ROMAN
CLEANSER
Qt.
18c
RINSO BLUE
LUX TOILET
LI FEBOUY
SURF Giant
Gt. 65c
3 for28c
3 for 29c
64s
•
Food
Market
• Phone 1061
•
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